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Abstract 
The number of marginal labors has been emerging in Hong Kong in recent years. 
They are characterized by their low wage and unstable working conditions. This 
thesis studies the janitors working in Public Housing Estates as a case study of 
marginal workers in Hong Kong. It focuses both the market situation of the janitory 
labor market and the relation between their social characteristics and their labor 
market position. It finds that the demand of the janitory labor market is inelastic and 
monopsony. The cleaning service companies capture a large share of production 
surplus from the janitors under current labor supply situation. It further finds that the 
supply scheme of the janitors are conditioned by three social factors. First, the social 
characteristics of the janitors and the production arrangement of this job make 
collective bargaining impossible. Second, those who are willing to become janitors 
tend to have less subsistence demand and eager to accept lower wage. Third, those 
who are willing to become janitors tend to have restricted job searching networks and 
restricted boundary of their job searching activities. As a result, the cleaning service 
companies need not bid up the wage to compete the janitors with other industries. 
Furthermore, it also finds that being janitor will reproduce the social factors stated 
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1.1 Research Background 
Since the late 1980s, Hong Kong's economy has undergone radical changes and 
restructuring. The relative importance of the manufacturing sector has been declining and has 
been gradually replaced by the service sector. The percentage of workers engaged in 
manufacturing industry has been decreasing from 41% in 1981 to 26% in 1991 and further to 
10% in 2001, whereas at the same time the percentage of workers engaged in the service 
sector has been increasing from 47% in 1981 to 64% in 1991 and further to 80% in 2001. The 
above statistics indicate that Hong Kong has turned to what Manuel Castells called a "Service 
Economy Model" of post-industrial economy (Castells 1996). One of the characteristics in 
countries practicing this service economy model, such as the USA and the United Kingdom, is 
that the labor market structure is increasingly polarized. Many workers working in the so 
called low skill sectors are facing worsening working conditions. Recent studies use the 
concept "marginal labor，’ to categorize those working in jobs that are low pay, unstable, 
having little promotion prospect, and unfavorable environment. These studies found that 
under similar economic structural changes as in the USA or the UK, the populations of 
marginal labors in Hong Kong are also increasing (Wong & Lee 2000). 
Although there are researches on marginal labor or working poor in Hong Kong, most of 
these studies focus on either the micro social condition of the marginal worker, or the macro 
situation of the Hong Kong labor market. Unfortunately, there are few studies attending to the 
interrelation between the two aspects stated above. Or in other words, there is no study about 
how agents' social actions are influenced by the market structure and how the market 
structure reproduces itself under its interrelations with the agents. In this paper, I will use the 
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janitors working in the Public Housing Estates as a case to find out this “missing but 
important" piece of marginal workers study in Hong Kong. 
1.2 Choosing janitors as research topic 
The reason why I choose janitors as my research subject is that they fit in most of the 
typical definitions of marginal labor. They have low wages, low promotion prospects, and also 
unstable working conditions. In addition to the low social status of their job, many of the 
janitors are isolated from the mainstream labor market and the mainstream society. Many 
researches find that among all occupations, janitors are often the one of the jobs with the 
lowest pay, lowest working status and lowest chance of upward social mobility (Arai, Asplund 
& Barth 2000). 
In order to narrow down my research area, I will only focus on those janitors working in 
Public Housing Estates. According to previous surveys, the working conditions of janitors 
working in Public Housing Estates are worse than the general situation injanitory industry. 
(HKWWA 2003) Moreover, focusing on the janitors working in Public Housing Estates will 
draw my analysis into more substantial social and historical contexts, such as the development 
of the Housing Department's outsourcing polices or the interactions among the residents, the 
cleaning service companies and the janitors. Only through narrowing down our research area 
and going into details of the janitors' experience can we find out the substantial interrelation 
between the labor market structure and the social action of the janitors 
1.3 Labor supply and labor demand 
Economics provides solid analytical frameworks to explain the situation of the marginal 
workers' labor market. Based on simple demand and supply analysis, as the supply of 
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semi-skills labor is relatively high in Hong Kong, the relatively high labor supply pulls down 
the wage. 
However, though a strong analytical framework, the demand and supply analysis is too 
general to be meaningful by itself. It gives an airscape of the macro situation of the labor 
markets, but it only uses a simple mechanism to explain factors determining such a macro 
situation. Many significant details within the labor market are omitted and treated as 
irrelevant information in the economics model. Behind the transaction point of the supply and 
demand curve, there is the bargaining process between the employer and the employee. Under 
the supply curve, it is not only the aggregation of atomistic individuals who care about their 
consumption and leisure, but social beings whose working behaviors are constrained by the 
culture and the social structures they embedded. Even their supply of labor is only determined 
by their choices between consumption and leisure, i their definition of consumption and 
leisure is socially defined. Employing and being employed are not only economic activities, 
like buying and selling of commodities. Working itself means doing a certain kind of social 
activities, involving in a certain kind of social relations and taking on a certain kind of social 
identities. 
All these weaknesses of economics do not suggest that it is useless. The labor supply 
demand analysis gives us useful concepts in analyzing the labor market of janitors. The 
concepts such as the demand elasticity of labor or the monopsony labor demand can help us 
describe the market situation in a more precise language. However, sketching the macro 
market situation of the janitory job by labor supply and demand analysis is an essential part of 
this study but is far from enough. Any economic process in the labor market is performed by 
actions of substantial agents situated in substantial social contexts. In other words, the 
1 In the labor supply model of the classical economics, one's labor supply is only determined by their preference 
scheme between consumption and leisure. If they want more consumption, they have to work more and enjoy 
less leisure time. If they want to have more leisure, they have to have less consumption. 
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sociological and economic aspects of an economic activity are just two sides of the same coin. 
Losing either the economics or the sociology puzzle would make the whole picture 
incomplete. Hence, in this study of janitors, I shall try to combine the economic and 
sociological analyses so as to get a more complete picture. I will first sketch the macro market 
situation of the janitory industry by supply and demand analysis, and then adopt a 
sociological perspective to study the internal relations between the market structure and the 
janitors. 
1.4 Dual or segmented labor market theory 
One of the efforts to explain the labor market structure beyond neo classical economic 
reasoning is the dual labor market or segmented labor market theory. The key idea of this 
theory is that the labor market is not a continuum as neo-classical economists claimed. The 
labor market is broken down into two or many sub-markets due to institutional arrangements. 
These different segments of markets have their own structural characteristics and inter 
markets mobility is low or impossible (no dot here) (Bosworth, Peter & Thorsten 1996). 
When we use the term ‘marginal labor', it is in correspondence to the concept of a 
'mainstream labor market'. In other words, the using of this term implies that the labor market 
is segmented. Two questions are the main concerns in the discussion of the segmented (dual) 
labor market theory: first, what are the characteristics of different segments in the labor 
markets and what factors contribute to such differences, and second, what hinders the job 
mobility between different segments of the labor markets. 
Analysis about different segments of the dual labor market can either focus on the side of 
the market demand, that is, how the labor market is segmented as an industrial arrangement, 
or on the side of the market supply, that is, how characteristics of the workers shape the 
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market segment they are working. In this research, I will focus on the side of the labor supply 
since I discuss the dynamics between the janitors and the market structure. 
1.5 From labor control to political apparatuses of production 
Behind the transaction point between the demand and supply curve is the daily working 
experience of the interaction between employers and janitors�，that is, the production process. 
According to Braveman, the essence of different arrangements of the labor/ employer relation 
is labor control and the ultimate aim of labor control is to secure surplus value generated from 
exploitation. The purpose of management is to separate conceptualization and execution of 
the job. The workers will hence lose their autonomy over their jobs and become easier to be 
controlled (Braveman, 1974). This framework is especially applicable to the janitory industry 
as it is a relatively labor intensive industry, and the profit of the cleaning service company 
therefore depends heavily on the employer's ability to bid down the janitor's wage but not his 
work. To use a Marxist concept, the profit lies in the level of surplus value generated from the 
janitors. As a result, we can find different production arrangements in the janitory industry for 
squeezing the productivity and breaking down labor resistance. 
However, Burawoy (1985) argues that Braveman has not looked at the whole picture. 
Any production arrangement under capitalism to secure and obscure the creation of surplus 
value and labor control in the workplace and labor control is only of the methods to achieve 
its exploitation. What type of production arrangement to be practiced is determined by the 
macro socio-economic background where the production relation is embedded. In other words, 
not only labor control is just one kind of production relation in the workplace to be examined, 
but also production relation itself should serve as a starting point of our discussion. We should 
2 These experiences of dynamic can be in the form of direct face to face interaction between the employers and 
the janitors, to the more subtle form of confrontation between the employers' production arrangement and labors' 
resistance. 
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ask that under what social situations certain kinds of production relations become possible. 
Burawoy uses the term “political apparatuses of production" to indicate the social regime that 
makes certain kinds of production politics possible. It is in correspondence to the concept 
‘production relation' that means the kind of production arrangement practiced under the 
workplace. Although "political apparatuses of production" involves all aspects of social 
relations, Lee criticizes him for mainly focus on the class relation (Lee 1998). In my 
discussion, I will extend the study of "political apparatuses of production" to much broader 
aspect of social relations. As many of the janitors share similar social characteristics, such as 
most are women, new immigrants, elderly, or residents of the community they work for, I 
suggest that these social characteristics are important in shaping the production relation. As a 
result, these different aspects of social dynamics, such as gender and ethnics, will be 
incorporated in my study of “political apparatuses of production". 
1.6 Beyond Production 
However, I will step further than Burawoy. If the essence of production arrangement is to 
secure and obscure the creation of surplus value, then we should extend our analysis beyond 
the workplace to the labor market，where the wage is determined. In the language of Marxist 
labor analysis, the production politics analysis mainly involves the creation of use value of the 
labor, while the labor market analysis involves the exchange value of the labor.^ Just as 
mentioned before, classical economics use labor supply and demand to explain the market. 
Yet, labor supply is also something to be further explained. I will use subsistence demand and 
availability of job opportunity as two key concepts in explaining the labor supply of the 
janitors. 
3 Burawoy has indeed deal with the problem of reproduction. However, his focus was still the factory regime, i.e. 
how different system of reproduction shape different production regime. 
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1.6.1 Subsistence Demand 
According to Marx, what the employers have to pay to the labors is the exchange value 
of the labors, that is, the wage that can sustain the reproduction of the labors. However, the 
level of living standard under which workers can sustain their reproduction is varied 
according to different culture and social background (Marx 1986). I use the term subsistence 
demand to frame this level of living standard. 
Subsistence demand is an especially applicable concept to analyze the case of the 
janitory labor market, as collective bargaining is nearly absent to bid up the wage rate. Weber 
claimed that the subsistence wage is a collective concept because when collective bargaining 
was impossible, the common social definition of subsistence shared by people of certain class 
becomes the common criteria that they urged the employers to pay (Glickman 1997). 
The subsistence demand of the labors is largely reflected by their demand on 
consumption. Although the wage that the labors receive restricts the scope of consumption 
that the labors can expect, many studies find that people do not directly adjust their 
consumption according to their income. Or in other words, people with different social or 
cultural characteristics have different concepts of acceptable levels of subsistence, and the 
consumption habit is a part of and is constrained by the system of reproduction that the 
people engaged in. As a result, the subjective interpretations of subsistence (or acceptable 
livelihoods) of the janitors is not only something determined by their materialistic 
conditions, but also by their cultural and social lives. 
In this study, I suggest that the common social characteristics shared by the janitors 
lead to their common perception of their individual subsistence demand，which becomes an 
important factor in explaining the labor supply in the labor market of the janitors. 
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1.6.2 Availability of jobs alternatives 
The other factor that affects the labor supply of janitors is whether they have any 
alternative in the job market. If they have other choices, the employers have to pay a higher 
wage to keep them stay in the job. 
The human capital theory claims that the human capital (represented by their skill level) 
that the labors own will determine the job choice the labors have. The more human capital 
they own, the more chances that the workers can have jobs of higher productivity and of 
higher wage. However, the human capital theory is an individualistic approach to study the 
labor market and it neglects the social aspect in the process of job hunting. Economic 
sociology suggests that social capital will facilitate the job finding networks of a people and 
hence give them more chance for job mobility. Furthermore, the social experience of the 
people will also affect their subjective interpretation of their chance of finding jobs and their 
ability to adapt to the new working environment. Previous studies of social exclusion in 
ghetto area and ethnical minority engage a lot of researches on job finding networks and job 
finding experiences. However, most of them are mainly concerned with the geographical and 
ethical aspects. In this study, I will extend social exclusion to the whole social life of the 
janitors. This includes the objective and subjective aspects of social exclusion that the janitors 
encountered. I suggest that the lacking of a social network and the narrowness of social 
experience the janitors have will limit their ability of job shifting, hence make them 
disadvantageous in bargaining with the employers. 
The janitors' social backgrounds that affect the political apparatus of production in the 
working place and their positions in the labor market shape their general working condition. 
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However, we have to remember that taking a job itself is an important factor that constructs 
the social characteristics of the workers. Being a janitor means involving in a certain 
production process, taking a certain identity, and forming social relations with a certain group 
of people. All these have their social consequences, which in turn will constitute the social 
characteristics of the labor. As a result, my analysis will not only study how the social 
characteristics will affect the production relation and market position of the janitors, but also 
how these consequences further reproduce the production relation and market situation that 
the janitors encounter. 
It should be notified that what I want to do is neither to refute the economic analysis with 
the sociological analysis nor to treat these two analyses as incommensurable. What I want to 
do is to integrate different concepts from existing economic and sociological theories to 
formulate a framework for analyzing the labor market situation. It is hoped that such a new 
framework will enhance not just a more comprehensive understanding of the labor market 
situation of the janitors but of other kinds of marginal labor as well. 
1.7 Overview of this research 
In chapter 2,1 will review the literature studying the emergence of marginal labor in the 
advanced industrial countries and in Hong Kong. I will also talk about my research 
framework, which involves the neo-classical economic analysis, the segmented labor market 
theory, Braveman's, Burawoy's and Lee's production politics analyses, discussions about 
subsistence demand and about the creation of jobs searching networks. Furthermore, I will 
have reflections on the discourses between neo-classical economics and economic sociology. 
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Chapter 3 will illustrate the methodology I used in this research. In chapter 4，after briefly 
describe the trend of economic restructuring in Hong Kong, I will review the out sourcing 
policy of cleaning service in Public Housing Estates and the general characteristics of the 
janitors in Public Housing Estates. Then I will move on to the wage trend in the general 
janitory industry in Hong Kong. Finally, I will try to portray the situation of labor market of 
janitors by the supply/demand analysis. Chapter 5 will study how the common social 
background shared by the janitors and the structural constrains the janitors face shape the 
political apparatus of production in the labor process. In chapter 6,1 will illustrate how the 
social background of the janitors affects their subsistence demand and job seeking ability as 
well as the market situation. I will also look how the janitory job, being a component of their 
social characteristics, affects their subsistence demand and job seeking ability. Finally in 
chapter 7,1 will wrap up the findings of this research and state the theoretical and application 




As mentioned in the last chapter, although this study of janitors is specific in its historical 
and social contexts, I think that it can be placed under a broader scope of marginal labor.4. 
Concepts like working poor, disposable workers, periphery workers, etc. are concerned with 
similar phenomena though a little different from marginal labor conceptually. Hence, this 
literature review will extend to the broader concept of marginal labor and include the above 
concepts into my discussions. 
This chapter will be divided into two parts. In the first part, I will discuss the definition 
of marginal labor and review previous studies explaining its emergence. I will also discuss the 
weakness of these previous studies and explain my specific research perspectives taken in this 
study. In the second part, I will introduce my research framework and review related literature. 
Finally, as my research framework involves both sociological and economic analysis, I will 
reflect on the discourse between these two disciplines and suggest the potential of 
compromise between them. 
2.1 Definition of marginal labor 
The definition of marginal labor is relatively vague in the common usage of sociology 
and labor economics. Sabel (1979) refers this term to "the low-skilled and poorly paid 
workers in menial or routine jobs who are the first to be fired during recession"( p. 170). Wong 
and Lee (2001) define marginal labor as the "unprotected labors whose socio-economic 
4 � a m skeptical about whether there is any common conclusion that can say about something called "general 
marginal labors". In my point of view, as long as the studies have any practical implications, these studies should 
be context specific. Hence, present study is not directly standing in the shoulder of pervious research. 
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position put them into a vulnerable situation，，(p.iii). In another research of marginal labor, 
Wong and Lee (2003) focus on how certain groups of weakness being trapped into such 
vulnerable situation in the labor market under the process of social exclusion and Wong (1997) 
further specifies such process of marginalization to be the "subordination of labor through its 
gender, ethical, occupational, and the international division by capital, usually with assistance 
from the state，，(p.24). 
The emergence of marginal labor has become the common experience of many advanced 
industrial countries since the early 1980s. Other sociologists or labor economists use the term, 
such as disposable workers, periphery labors, unprotected labors or working poor to describe 
similar phenomena, with slightly different emphasis in each term. For example, the term 
marginal labor tends to regard the labor market segregation as a form of social exclusion. The 
term "disposable workers" tends to focus on the unstable nature of the jobs (Gordon, 1996). 
"Periphery labors" tends to focus on the flexibility production arrangement (Doeringer and 
Piore, 1971). "Unprotected labor" tends to focus on the trend of deregulations. Working poor 
tends to focus on the deteriorating wage rate (Wong & Lee, 2000). 
Under the context of Hong Kong, we have to notify that one of the strategies of using the 
term 'marginal labor' is its vague definition. Many activists use the term marginal labor in 
order to bring out a new common identity to those labors who have nothing in common but 
their deteriorating working conditions (Hung 2002). Hence we should be aware of the 
heterogeneity of the content of marginal labor. 
However, I think there are three presumptions we have to agree upon when using this 
term. 
First, rather than being a continuum, the labor market is segmented into a mainstream 
and a marginal stream. 
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Second, the marginal stream of labor market characterizes by unfavorable working 
conditions, such as unstable, low pay, low promotion prospect，etc. 
Third, mobility between the two streams is limited, because marginal labors are isolated 
from the mainstream labor market by either social or economics force. 
This concept of marginal labor corresponds to the Weberian concept of class status 
which is defined as "existing possibilities of their exploitation for attainment of income 
receipts within a given economic order" (Weber 1947,p.424). In other words, marginal labors 
are those who are isolated from the possibilities of participating in the mainstream labor 
market to attain higher income and better working conditions. 
2.2 The polarization and deteriorating of working condition 
The emergence of marginal labor can be put under the context of deteriorating working 
conditions of the lower class workers in the advanced industries. Sociologists and economists 
find that working conditions for lower class labors in advanced industrial countries have been 
deteriorating under the trend of polarization since the 1970s. This trend is especially obvious 
in the USA and the United Kingdom. 
Manuel Castells (1996) shows that family income in United States since 1980s has 
plummeted. According to the study of the US Census Bureau, from 1973 to 1993, the real per 
Capita GDP rose 29% in the USA, but the median wage for men working full-time began to 
fall from 34048 to 30407. In Greater London, in the period of 1979-1991, the ratio of real 
income over the richest decile and the poorest decile doubled from 5.6 to 10.2 (pp.275-276). 
穿 Freeman and Katz (1995) found that there is an increase in wage inequality in many 
？^：‘ 
I advanced industrial countries since the 1970s, but the trend is relatively modest except those 
~f in the USA and the UK. Even in the UK, although the wage rate of the top grow much faster I k I i m. 
than that of the bottom, all group of workers enjoyed increase in wage rate due to general 
economic growth. Only in the USA, the low wage workers suffered from significant real 
wage drop during this period. 
The trend of worsening working conditions can also be reflected by the increasing 
proportion of people working in part time jobs. According to Casetells (1996), in 1980s, the 
population of part-time workers in OCED and the ILO increased by 30% and reached 50 
million. From 1979 to 1990，the population of part-time workers increased from 16.4% to 
21.8% in the UK, from 8.2% to 12% in France, from 11.4% to 13.2% in Germany, from 
15.4% to 17.6% in Japan, and from 16.4% to 16.9% in the US. Although part time job is not 
necessarily a bad job, researches find that part-time job tends to have a lower wage rate, not 
covered by other occupational benefits, and are often unstable. For example, in Japan, a 
part-time worker receives 60% of the regular working salary, 15% of the annual bonus and 
has little job security, (p.269) 
David M. Gordon (1996) used the term “disposable worker" to illustrate similar 
conditions. This category includes those who do not expect themselves to be able to stay on 
their job within a year and those who work involuntarily part-time. The real wage of the 
disposable of workers is about a quarter of the other workers in 1993, and the increasing 
number of disposable workers can account for one fifth of the decline in average wage from 
1979 to 1994. 
2.3 Explanation of the trend 
Explanation of this trend by previous studies can be mainly categorized into two 
perspectives, that is, the economic restructuring explanation, and the institutional arrangement 
explanation. It should be notified that different explanations are not mutually exclusive. They 
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are only focusing on different aspects of the same phenomenon and scholars will often 
combine arguments from different perspectives in their studies. 
2.31 The economic structuring perspective 
Many advanced industrial countries suffered from economic recession in the 1970s. 
While many manufactory industries shifted to other less developed countries with lower 
production cost，many of these countries respond to restructure their economy by expanding 
the service sector or high technology (high value added) manufactory industry. Hence, some 
studies suggest that the increasing wage polarization is the result of such economic 
restructuring. The economic restructuring explanation mainly consists of three components, 
that is, globalization, increasing service sector, and technological change. 
Globalization 
Belman and Lee (1998) claim that Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson theory predicts that owner 
of relatively scarce resources will be worse off through trading. As the advanced industrial 
countries are relatively scarce in labor and abundant in capital, trading will mean loss in labor 
and gain in capital. Furthermore, if we divide the labor into the skilled group and the unskilled 
group, then the theory will predict that wage increases in the skilled group but decreases in 
the unskilled group. Belman and Lee further cite the finding of studies about the relation 
between trade and employment conditions and review that trade deficit in manufactured 
goods between 1978 to 1990 reduced the employment of manufacturing workers by 6.5%. 
Another study estimates that a 10% increase in import will reduce wage within an industry by 
about 0.64 % and employment by 5 to 6 %.. 
Rodrik (1998) points out that trading not only affects labor (especially un-skilled labor) 
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conditions by way of shifting labor demand, but also by turning the labor demand curve to be 
more elastic. The labor demand curve becomes more elastic because employers and 
consumers can substitute foreign workers for domestic workers. Rodrik says that increasing 
demand elasticity will have three consequences. First, the employers and other groups in the 
society (such as consumers) will be less likely to share the incident of the pre-work cost with 
the workers. Second, workers have to face more intensive fluctuation in employment and 
wage. In the other words, the labor market becomes unstable. Third, the bargaining power of 
the workers will become smaller and as a result, lower share of profit will go to the workers. 
However, many studies doubt about the adequacy of the globalization explanation. 
Lawrence and Slaughter (1998) suggest that if the wage polarization between the 
non-production labor and the production labor has to be explained by trade, according to 
Stolper-Samcleson theorem^, there should be an increase in price in the non-production labor 
intensive product. However, data reveal that such price changes do not happen in the 
non-production labor intensive industry. Hence they conclude that “trade has not been the 
major contributor to the performance of U.S. average and relative wage in the 1980s" (p.76). 
Increasing Share of Service Industry^ 
Manuel Castells(1996) reviews that the increasing share of workers in the employment 
structure result in a more polarized occupational structure in America. According to BLS 
projections, in 1995-2005 the share of professional and service workers will be expected to 
increase 1.8% (6.2 millions) and 1.5% (6.5 millions) respectively, both of which contribute to 
half of the total job growth. At the same time the wage of the service workers in 1992 is about 
5 This theory claims that an increase in product price will raise the return of factor with relatively intensive use 
but will lower the return of the factor used relatively sparsely 
6 The growing of service sector, the emergence gobalization and the technology change, are different aspect of 
economic restructuring in advance industrial country. These explanations are at least not mutually exclusive and 
very probably inter-related. 
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40% below the average of all occupational groups. Castells further constructs four social 
groups according to their earning under the new occupational structure, that is, the upper class 
(mangers and professionals); middle class (technicians and craft workers); lower middle class 
(sales, clerical and operators) and lower class (service occupations and agriculture workers). 
He found that the share of the first and the forth class is increasing, while the share of the two 
middle classes is decreasing. 
Harrison and Bluestone (1988) also find that the economic reconstructing has significant 
impact on the trend of wage inequality in the U.S. 
"When we study to what extent inequality might due to shift in employment from 
general high-paying, durable-goods manufacturing sector to lower-paying service sector, we 
found about a fifth of the increase in overall inequality of wage since 1978 is attributable to 
this shift" (p.46) 
Technological Change 
Another explanation for deteriorating working conditions is the technological change. It 
claims that due to technological development, former routine jobs done by relatively 
un-skilled, ill-educated workers will be replaced by machines operated by highly educated 
workers. The decreasing demand of un-skilled labors, therefore, pulls down their wage rate. 
Katz and Murphy (1992) uses data to analyze the association between the increasing 
income inequality in the wage structure and the relative demand and supply of labor level 
with different skills. They find that the relative wage of the high and low skill (education) 
labors are increasingly polarized and conclude that "[s]ubstantial secular growth in the 
demand of more educated worker ... and more skilled worker . . . is necessary to interpret the 
observed change in relative wage as change in competitive skill price，,(p.76). 
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Study of Autor, Katz and Kruger (1998) finds that there is association between increasing 
computer usage and rising wage inequality. They suggest that about 30% to 50% of the labor 
force upgrading can be explained by the increasing usage of computer.^ 
DiNardo and Pischke (1997) also find out that computer usage associated with 11% to 
17% of wage difference. However, they also point out that similar effects on wage rate can be 
found on the usage of pencils. They suggest that the effect of computer usage is a selection 
effect, that is, the higher-paying companies tend to adapt to higher technology. 
2.3.2 The institutional arrangement perspective 
The economic restructuring perspective attributes the declining working conditions of 
labors to the shifting of supply and demand among labors of different industrial sectors and 
skill levels. These explanations are more or less standing in line with the neo-classical 
economics. However, another stream of scholars claims that the problem of wage polarization 
should be explained by the force of institutional arrangement rather than the force of market. 
David Gordon in his book Fat and Means (1996) claims that both skill mismatch caused 
by technological change and globalization are not enough to explain the trend of "wage 
squeezing". He criticizes that both approaches ignore the cooperative power and blame the 
working poor themselves for their own hardship. Gordon instead suggests that the trend of 
“wage squeezing" mainly relates to the “low road" strategy adopted by many businesses. 
According to Gordon, there are two kinds of strategies that a corporation can take to secure 
profit. A corporation can either enhance productivity and profit by providing workers with 
higher pay to win their loyalty (the high road) or by lowering the labor cost and tightening 
labor control by more supervision (the low road). Since the 1970s, many corporations have 
7 They also notified that the high-skill labor and the low-skill labor is not totally substitutable. 
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chosen the low road by hiring antiunion consultants, and more supervisors, opening their 
employment to part-time, temporary and non-unionized workers and lowering the real wage 
of these workers. As a result, the labor market becomes more polarized. 
Doeringer and Piore (1980) also regard the dualization of the labor market as a strategy 
of institutional arrangement. As the industry has to face the increasing fluctuating demand of 
their products, part of their labor force has to be organized in flexible ways. In order to 
maintain flexibility，firms will arrange part of its production force (Doeringer and Piore call 
them periphery labor) with less training, lower productivity and low wage workers. Being 
excluded from the internal labor market, these labors have few chances of upward mobility. 
Harrison (2000) claims that the USA has come to a new stage of dual labor market. In 
contrast to the situation that the secondary labor market mainly composed by smaller firms in 
the 1960s and 1970s, larger firms are now also expanding the share of flexible employment 
and hence the internal labor market is shrinking. His study finds out that the number of 
contingent workers grew rapidly in the 1980s and very possibly resulted from deliberate 
strategy on the part of the managers. 
2.3.3 Previous study of marginal labor in Hong Kong 
Under the trend of economic restructuring, there have been many studies about marginal 
labor or similar issues in Hong Kong in recent years. 
Wong and Lee (2000) find that the number of marginal workers has been increasing in 
recent years. They estimate that about 643200 labors can be identified as marginal workers in 
1999 and they consist 18.5% of the total working population. 
Lee and Chiu (1996) study the female workers under the economic restructuring process, 
and find that they face intensive hardship in the changing economics environment. Many of 
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them are forced to retreat from the formal labor market, or become semi-employed. Those 
who remain in the manufacturing sector have to face intensive wage cut and unstable working 
conditions. Even those who successfully shifted to the service sector, their working conditions 
are far from satisfactory. They also find that economic restructuring has significantly more 
negative impacts on women workers than men workers and they attribute it to gender 
discrimination in the economic structure. 
Wong (1997) claims that the cause of the emergence of marginal labors in Hong Kong 
can be divided into three levels, that is, the global level, the regional level and the local level. 
In the global level, Hong Kong is under the worldwide trend of flexible accumulation of 
capital under post-Fordist economy In the regional level, Hong Kong is facing reunification 
with China's economy and unlimited supply of surplus labor in China. In the local level, 
increasing authority of capital has intensified the "wage squeezing" process. In a later study 
of Wong and Lee (2003), they put more emphasis on the relation between marginalization in 
the labor market and social exclusion. According to the labor market position and the social 
networks position of the people, they classify them into three levels of social exclusion, that is, 
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social disaffiliation, vulnerability and integration. They find that both gender, age, educational 
level, marriage status, place of birth, and medical status and whether receiving social 
I allowance are significantly related to people's level of social exclusion. They also find that 
people being socially excluded will participate significantly less in politics, gain less social 
！ resources (although the contingency coefficient is small) and feel more hardship in their 
livelihood. 
In another study, Wong and Lee (2001) use qualitative method to show how marginal 
workers are facing worsening working conditions under economic restructuring and how they 
are trapped in the status of social exclusion. They find that the deteriorating working 
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conditions make marginal workers socially isolated and lacking of social capital further 
restrains them from upward mobility in the labor market. They suggest that the government 
should set up policies to protect labor rights and enhance the establishment of social capital 
for the lower class. 
In other similar quantitative study (Oxfam, 2002)，researchers use fruitful oral history to 
illustrate the process of marginalization of the marginal workers. They categorize these 
marginal labors into four groups, that is, the retired people, people facing deteriorating 
conditions under economic recession, people expelled from the manufacturing industry under 
economic restructuring, and new immigrants. 
2.3.4 Weakness of current study 
Current studies of the emergence of marginal labor (or similar problems of working poor, 
polarization etc.) either use a macro perspective to see the impact on labor market under the 
general trend of economic institutional change or a micro perspective to trace the condition of 
marginal labors under deteriorating working conditions. However，there are seldom any 
studies integrating the micro and the macro perspectives. Even some studies combine these 
two perspectives to see how workers are influenced by and respond to the macro economic 
changes and get a more complete picture of the situation. They tend to treat the macro labor 
market situation as an external force that shapes the action of the labors. In my point of view, 
the labor market situation is nothing more than a set of actions and relations of labors and 
employers. Hence, the macro labor market situation, besides being a series of statistic data, is 
also the daily working experience, the job shifting activities and the labor relation represented 
by every labor. In this sense, the labor market can reproduce itself only through the 
social/economic actions of the labor. As a result, what I want to do in this study is to find out 
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the validity of existing explanations for the emergence of marginal labors. What I want to do 
is to describe the situation. I want to answer the question: under the emergence of marginal 
labor, what are the macro situation of the marginal labor market and the micro situation of the 
marginal labors? And what is the relation between the macro and the micro? 
In order to answer these questions, my research framework consists of three parts. First I 
will use the supply demand analysis to describe thejanitory labor market situation. Second, I 
will study the micro workplace politics between the janitors and the employers under such 
labor market situations. Finally, I will study how the social characteristics of the janitors 
influence their position in thejanitory labor market. 
2.4 Neo-classical economics theory of labor market 
According to neo-classical economics theory, the situation of the labor market is 
determined by the equilibrium condition of the labor supply and labor demand. Labor demand 
is represented by a downward sloping demand curve which means that the quantity of labor 
demanded by the market is negatively related to the wage rate. On the other hand, labor 
supply is represented by an upward sloping demand curve which means that the quantity of 
labors supplied in a market is positively relate to the wage rate. The equilibrium condition can 
be represented by the intersection point of the labor demand and supply curve. This 
intersection point can be interpreted as, under certain wage level, the total quantity of 
production effort (or total working hours) supplied by the workers equal to the total quantity 
production effort demand by the industry. Hence there is no tendency for the wage to change. 
(Bosworth, Peter and Stromback 1996) 
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2.4.1 Labor Supply 
In neo-classical economics, the market labor supply curve is the aggregation of 
individual supply curve. Individuals decide their supply of labor according to their preference 
between leisure (not to work) and their consumption power (work to achieve). When the wage 
is higher, the opportunity cost of leisure is higher, so they will provide more labor. This is the 
reason that in general, the individual labor supply curve is upward sloping.^ Some economists 
think that personal utility of members of a family should be determined by their personal 
leisure hours and the household consumption, so they will adjust their labor supply according 
to the labors supply of other family members in order to maximize self utility. Other 
economists think labor supply should not be determined by personal utility but by the family 
utility as a whole. It is the preference scheme among different combination of family 
members' leisure hours and the household consumption powers. (Bosworth, Peter and 
Stromback 1996) 
2.4.2 Labor Demand 
In neo-classical economics, market labor demand is the aggregation of the firms' labor 
demand. Under the assumption that every firm is profit maximizing, they will employ labors 
until that the marginal revenue produced by that labor equals their wage. As the marginal 
revenue of the labors will diminish under the constriction of capital, firms will employ fewer 
labors when the wage rate is lower. It explains why the labor demand curve is downward 
sloping. 
8 Neo-classical economics claims that if the wage rate is very high, the high income people get will change their 
taste and prefer leisure to consumption. (This is called the income effect.) Hence, the labor supply curve will be 
backward-bending when the wage rate reach a certain high level. 
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2.4.3 The Human Capital Theory 
The human capital theory states that there is a wage difference because different jobs 
have different skill (human capital) requirement, so there is wage difference to compensate for 
the unearned income for the people who receive extra education or training. Later studies find 
that human capital should not be only determined by the education and training one received, 
other personal attributes can also determine whether one is suitable for the job. The firms will 
give a price to every attribute the labors obtained according to the relative supply and demand 
of such attributes and it explains wage difference (Bosworth, Peter and Stromback 1996). 
Other economists suggest that personal attributes are not charged at the same price in 
different sectors. Every job brings forth different tasks and these tasks need to be done by 
different attributes. The firms charge the task a price but not the attributes. Hence, people with 
different attributes choose the best paying job according to the tasks they can perform 
(Bosworth, Peter and Stromback 1996). 
In other words, the reason that the wage of some jobs is low is that these jobs have low 
skill requirements. Anyone can manage to do the job and the labor supply (supply of the skill) 
is high. At the same time, as the labors with low skill (human capital) do not have choices to 
select other jobs, their opportunity cost of doing the low skill job is low and they have to 
accept the low wage. 
2.4.4 Labor demand elasticity 
If the firms tend to adjust their employment intensively when there is a change in wage, 
we say that the wage elasticity of the labor demand is high, and vice versa. A higher elasticity 
of demand means the bargaining of the workers is relatively smaller as they are more 
vulnerable to unemployment (discussed in the previous section). According to the Marshallian 
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rules of labor demand, the elasticity of labor demand varies with four factors, that is, first, the 
elasticity of substitution between labors and capital, second, the price elasticity of demand for 
final output, third, the share of factors in the cost of production, forth, the price elasticity of 
supply of other production factors. Simply speaking the first and the forth factors concern 
about whether the labors can be easily substituted by other production factors (e.g. machine) 
and whether other factors can be obtained at a low price when more are needed. If other 
factors can hardly substitute labors (or substitute in high cost), the labor demand elasticity 
will be low. The second factor means that whether the demand of the final product (in the case 
of my thesis, it is the cleaning service) will fluctuate greatly with price. The higher degree it 
fluctuates, the higher the elasticity of labor demand. The third factor states that, the more 
proportion of labor cost in the total production cost, the higher the elasticity of labor demand.^ 
(Bosworth, Peter and Stromback, 1996 pp.104-106) 
2.4.5 Monopsony in the labor market 
There is monopsony in the labor market when there is only a single buyer of certain 
kinds of labors, so it need not compete that kind of labors with other firms. Under this market 
structure, the employers can determine the wage rate rather than following a market wage rate. 
If this single buyer has to pay all labors in the same wage rate, the buyers will set the wage 
lower than the original equilibrium wage and employs less labor. However, if the buyers can 
perform perfect discrimination in the labor market, that is, paying each labor by the minimum 
wage that the labors ask for, the buyers will employ labors equal to the amount of the original 
equilibrium level, but all the surplus value in the labor market will be captured by the 
employers. In reality, there is hardly any employer who can practice "perfect" price 
9 Later, Hicks proved that it is true only when the elasticity of product demand is greater the elasticity of 
substitution between inputs. 
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discrimination. However, they can divide the labor into certain discriminary categories and 
pay different wages to different categories. (Bosworth, Peter and Stromback，1996 
pp. 104-106) 
Monopsony in the labor market is possible when there is one big dominating firm in the 
labor market. Some economists modify the model and claim that there will also be 
monopsony when there are many small firms but both the firms and labors lacking 
information about situation of the labor market. In this case, economists call it dynamic 
monoposony (Lai 1995). 
In my thesis, I will use the concept of labor demand, labor supply, elasticity of labor 
demand，and monopsony labor market to describe the market situation of the janitor's labor 
market. However, the neo-classical economic analysis is far from looking at complete 
situations of the janitors. Institutional economists claim that "economics is ... necessarily 
socially ad historically relative •. • and (economic) phenomena cannot be reduced to the 
maximizing behavior of isolated, calculating individuals" (King 1990,. p.5). As a result, 
although I think that the concept of neo-classical economic analysis can be used to describe 
the situation of the labor market; such situation needs to be further elaborated. 
The neo-classical economics tends to treat every labor as homogenous and the labor 
market as a continuum. In my thesis, using marginal labor (janitors) as my key concept has 
already assumed that it is distinct from the mainstream labor market. The institutional 
perspective of economics can inform us with the institutional force that shapes the labor 
market into different segments. 
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2.5 Dual (Segmented) labor market theory 
The key idea of the dual (segmented ) labor market theory is that the “labor market is 
fragmented into a large number of separate units which correspond to the internal labor 
market of individual firms and are，to a considerable degree, isolated form one another." 
(King 1990，p. 147 ). It is originated from the dual labor market theory of Piore and Berger. 
This theory claims that the labor market is divided into a primary labor market and a 
periphery sector, while the former uses more efficient and skillful production method to cope 
with the stable part of the product demand, the latter produces in a more deskilling but 
flexible way to cope with the fluctuating demand. Workers in the periphery labor market have 
few chances to improve their skills and go to the upper ladders in the labor market. In a later 
study, Piore has shifted his focus on dual labor market from the institutional arrangement to 
the side of the labor. In other words, he put more emphasis on the characteristics of the labor 
and its relation to the special features of the labor market structure they situate. He finds that 
customs, habits and social roles of workers with different social characteristics, such as 
gender or ethical characteristic, are important factors that affect the labor market they 
participate (Pior 1979) (Sabel 1979). 
The segmented labor market theory is similar to the dual labor market theory. While the 
dual labor market theory claims that labor market is dually divided, the segmented labor 
market theory claims that the labor market is divided in to many sectors. 
Kreckel (1980) states that the dual (segmented) labor market theory bridges the 
sociological idea of the social closure and economics idea of labor market. However, 
neo-classical economics theorists criticize that the dual/segmented labor market theory, have 
not provided a" scientific" language to describe the situation of the labor market, and also, 
some researches find out controversial result on the question that whether the labor market in 
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the USA is segmented (James & Blielby 1984). 
In my study, I will not deal with the problem whether the general labor market situation 
of Hong Kong is segmented or not. Given the phenomenon that the janitors work in an 
extraordinary bad condition with low mobility, I will use segmented labor market theory as a 
framework to analyze how social characteristics of the workers and the production politics in 
the workplace attribute to such distinct features on the janitory labor market. It brings in the 
sociological discussion of the labor process. 
2.6 Politic of production 
One of the major contributions of Braveman's Labor and Monopoly Capital (1979) is 
that it brings back the labor process to the political economy discussion and hence fills the 
Marxist theory of production relation with substantial contents. Paul Thompson (1989) claims 
that, “It (Braveman's theory) derives from a successful attempt to renew Marx's theory of the 
labor process and apply it to the subsequent historical development, taking a fresh look at 
skills, technology and work organizations" (p.73). 
Following the Marxist theory, Braveman believes that the essence of the capitalist 
production is to acquire surplus labor. However, human labor is not a machine that can be 
squeezed its maximums productivity once it is bought. Braveman (1979) claims that, “in the 
exchange, the worker does not surrender to capitalist his or her capacity for work. The worker 
retains it .. .，，(p.36). As a result, different labor arrangements become necessary to ensure that 
the employers can obtain as much production capacity as they can. Or in other words, under 
fixed exchange value of labor, the employers have to practice different production 
arrangements, to ensure higher use values of the labor. Following this argument, Bravemans 
suggests that the origin of modem production management especially Taylorism is to divide 
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the conception and execution of the labor process, through which the autonomous power of 
labor become weaker and become more vulnerable to exploitation. 
Many scholars criticize that Braveman's approach is overly economic deterministic. It 
oversimplifies the labors as a single classes and ignore the agency of the workers to resist 
against the production control imposed on them. Thompson (1989) puts that, "The objective 
and subjective factors which legitimize social relations in the workplace have been neglected 
in the main body of labor process theory .. .’，(154). 
Burawoy wants to bring out this missing picture in his study. As Burawoy said in his 
Politic of Production (1985), “I will try to show that the understanding of capitalist control 
cannot, almost by definition, be reached without due attention to the subjective component of 
work.... Rather the productive process must itself be seen as an inseparable combination of its 
economic, political and ideological aspects，，(p.24-25). 
Burawoy points out that Braveman has not been aware of the fact that, in capitalist 
mode of production, labors are paid in wage and cannot distinguish his surplus labor in the 
working process. As a result, the labors are not necessarily aware of the fact that the share of 
production distributed between them and their employers is a zero sum game, so the relation 
between labors and employers is not necessarily antagonistic. The essence of production 
arrangement in capitalist mode of production then is, firstly to ensure the workers to work 
hard, second to make them believe they work hard for themselves. In the terms of Burawoy, it 
is securing and obscuring surplus labor. Burawoy concludes that labor control is only one 
kind of production arrangement for achieving this aim. 
Under this framework, Taylorism should no longer be treated as a method to control 
labor through the standardization of the working procedure. The significance of Taylosism is 
ideological. Under such ideology, the politics about production relation becomes the problem 
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of science and technology. This illustrates that labor control is not control itself. It is a kind of 
production arrangement under which the subjective interpretation of different relations in 
production is defined. 
Burawoy doubts the economic force as the ultimate force of all social relationships. 
Rather he thinks that the institution where economic forces embedded is something to be 
explained. Hence he distinguishes production process which means "the coordinated set of 
activities and relation involved in the transformation of raw materials into useful products" 
(p.87) from the political apparatuses of production，which means "the institutions that 
regulate and shape struggles in the workplace" (p.87). Burawoy calls the overall effect of both 
the labor process and political apparatuses of production to be the factory regime and points 
out the possibility that "the changes in the factory regime may occur independently of change 
in the labor process" (1985, p.88). The political apparatus of production is conditioned by 
other forms of politics (such as state politics, gender politics) and the production arrangement 
that traditional Marxism discusses is only one type of factory regime called “market 
despotism" under certain social and historical contexts. According to the level of intervention 
of the state in production relations and the ways labors acquire their reproduction, Burawoy 
sets up three types of factory regime under capitalism mode of production, that is "Despotism 
regime, Hegemonic regime and Hegemonic Despotism regime" In the despotic regime the 
employers use their autocratic power to keep the workers under control, while in the 
hegemonic regime consent prevails over coercion in the production relation. The hegemonic 
despotic regime describes the situation in the age of globalization, where the employers gain 
more coercive power over the workers but the workers still force to stand in line with the 
employers as they afraid the whole industry will shift to other countries. As the forms of state 
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intervention are also conditioned by the production politics, the macro state-labor politics and 
the micro workplace politics are interrelated. 
Although any aspect of politics can condition the political apparatuses of production 
under Burawoy theoretical f ramework^he mainly focuses on the relation between 
production politics and the state politics, which Burawoy claims to be the politics of all 
politics. 
Lee (1998) doubts that whether the state intervention is able to explain the formation of 
different factory regimes in her case studies in Hong Kong and South China. She suggests that 
other forms of politics can also be constitutive forces of different factory regimes. She further 
criticizes that the underlying problem of Burowoy's framework is that he treats class relation 
as the ultimate force shaping the politics of production and any aspect of power relation such 
as gender and race is subordinated to it. Lee states that, "... my filed data suggest a more 
nuanced and intricate relation among gender, class and ethnicity: they are mutually 
constitutive bases of power, and can all originate and be reproduced at the point of production, 
not just outside it，，（p.21) 
In my study, I will illustrate how the political apparatus of production is formed under 
different aspects of social relation of the janitors. However, studying the production politics is 
not enough. The focus of Braveman, Burwoy and Lee is all the production process, 
production arrangement and production relation in the workeplace. However, beyond the 
workplace the firm is completing the labor they employed with other potential employers. 
This web of competing employers together with the competing employees form the labor 
market and no matter the relation in production (workplace struggle), the relation of 
10 Burawoy have used the example how people tie towards their community and family shapes the factory 
regime in early capitalist period. 
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production (distribution of profit among employers and workers) is largely conditioned by it. 
Burwoy places the problem of wage determination as a problem of workplace collective 
bargaining, and system of reproduction. The former is a factor inside the firm while the latter 
is a factor involving the whole social system. The inter-firm level of analysis is absent in this 
framework. It is reasonable for Burwoy, because what he wants to do is to find out the general 
relation between the production politics and the state politics. Industries under the same 
regime are facing with the same overriding force and their competition in the labor market is 
only a zero sum game. 
The aim of my research is to find out the mechanism determining the wage and working 
conditions of the janitory industry. This asks us to bring back the labor market (inter-firm 
level) into considerations, especially under the fact that that the janitory labor market is 
segmented from the main stream labor market. The demand and supply analysis, though 
giving us a macro picture of the labor market situation, does not show how the micro situation 
of the labors determines their market position. In order to answer this question, I will use 
subsistence wage and alternative job opportunity as the key concept for analysis. 
2.7 Subsistent demand 
According to orthodox Marxist theory, the workers are paid in their exchange value that 
is defined by the consumption needed for their reproduction. Marx (1986) claims that “. •. the 
value of labour-power is the value of the means of subsistence necessary for the maintenance 
of the owner" (p.268). 
Marx also notes that the definition of reproduction is socially and culturally defined. He 
says that, “... the number and extent of his so-called necessary requirements ...are themselves 
products of history... in particular they depend on the conditions in which, and consequently 
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on the habits and expectations with which, the class of free workers has been formed" (p.268). 
Hence when collective bargaining is absent, like in the case of janitors, the socially 
constructed meaning of reproduction, by the common social characteristic that the workers 
shared, becomes the collective wage floor that the employers have to pay. It is the reason that 
Weber calls social wage should be a collective concept (Glickman 1997. p.69) 
Reproduction demand of the people is largely reflected by their consumption. 
Economists use the permanent income hypothesis (PIH) to claims that under rational choice, 
every economic man will consume according to their past income and expectation of future 
income. As a result, they will not largely adjust their consumption under income fluctuation. 
Or in other words, that consumption is rather a stable and constant behavior. (Sabelhaus and 
Jeffery 2000). Sociologists also admit that consumption is a stable behavior, but they 
challenge that it is not the result of rational choice but is the result of social and cultural forces. 
Henize (1999) in his study of Jewish immigrants' consumption behaviors in the US in the 40s 
and 50s finds that their cultural background plays an important role in shaping their 
consumption behaviors. Their projection of US as their permitted land made them eager to 
consume regardless of their income. In his study of Mexican families, Lewis (1959) shows the 
cultural impact on people's consumption habit. The younger generation who adapt to the 
urban culture are eager to consume even in poverty, while the older generations still retain 
their consumption culture of their home village. It means that relation between income and 
consumption is not directly causal. It needs a social process to transform their income into 
their consumption habits. In this study, I will find out the janitors' subsistence demand and 
their consumption habit which is determined by social characteristics, and how that affects 
their position in the labor market. 
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2.8 Availability of alternate job opportunities 
In the perspectives of neo-classical economics theory, the subsistence level is the lower 
limit of the wage that the employers have to pay to the workers even when the workers totally 
lose their bargaining power against the employers. The availability of taking other jobs affects 
the bargaining power of the workers. If the employers need to complete the workers with 
other employers, the wage will be bided above the subsistence level of the janitors. 
Neo-classical economists regard the job opportunities of workers as determined by the 
human capital they owned^ ^  Sociologists find that job matching is not an automatic process 
where a certain kind of skill is matched to the most suitable job. The job searching activities 
are socially embedded, so the job searching networks the people own will affect their chances 
of finding jobs (Granovetter 1985). 
Wilson (1987) finds that lacking of job networks in the ghetto area has constrained the 
chance of employment of its residents. This further restricts the building of job networks and 
becomes a trap of unemployment. Sanchez-Jankowski (1999) brings forward similar findings 
with Wilson and illustrates further that the lacking of job searching networks in ghetto area is 
the result of the shifting out of the working class under various of pull and push factors. 
The social structure where people embedded not only affects the quantity but also the 
quality of the job networks people own. In their study of Ghettos and Barrios area, Elliott and 
Sims (2001) find that while Latinos tend to seek job information from their kinship and 
ethical tide, Black tends to seek help from outsiders. Yamanaka and McClelland (1994) in 
their studies of job seeking strategy of Asian women in the US, find that different networks 
tides of different ethnical groups of Asian women will affect their job seeking strategy and 
hence their outcome the labor market. 
11 Details discussion about the function of human capital please refer to pervious section. 
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However, most of these researches only focus on the objective networks built based on 
geographical tide, ethical tide and kinship tide and the objective job information provide by 
such networks. However, different tide of social network is also restrained from the social 
experience and social identity a people owns. People may not build up networks with their 
rich relatives because they think that their social identity and social experience are so remote. 
Furthermore, people's subjective interpretation of the availability of suitable job is also 
conditioned by their social experience and identity. In this research, I will extend my study of 
availability of alternate job opportunities to both the objective and subjective aspects of the 
job searching process of the janitors. 
2.9 Integrating the economics and sociology disciplines 
In this study, both the economics and sociology analyses are used in my research 
framework. This combination of two different and even confronting disciplines ask us to 
reflect on the dialogs between them. 
Granovettor (1981) criticizes that the fragmentation of idea between the economics and 
sociology disciplines has hinder the theoretical development of the issue of income difference. 
He thinks that these two disciplines can mutually contribute to each others. 
"Sociological analysis, then can be seen as useful adjunct to economics models. On 
supply sides, decisions of workers are more clearly seen by sociologists... to be embedded in 
noneconomic social reality . . .On the demand side, ... the pattern of products demand ... can 
be understood in terms of social structure, mobility and innovation diffusion .. •”(p.36). 
However, most of the economists deny to truly infiltrating the sociological analysis in 
their discipline. For those economists who are aware of the social effect on the area they study, 
they respond by treating this social force as one or two of the controlling variables in their 
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economics model. Even worse, in a trend of so called “New Institutional Economics", 
economists want to reduce all institutional arrangements into economic reasoning of the 
people and they further extend their model of economic interpretation to other domains, such 
as politics, crime or family. (Granovetter, 1991) (Swedberg, 1991). 
On the other hand, most of the sociologists also seldom inform their sociology model by 
economics. Granovetter puts that “Sociologists, however generally have no clear notion of 
economics than economists have of sociology. They assume that the two disciplines are 
engaged in a zero-sum game and that; if economic arguments are valid, they are ipso facto out 
ofbusiness.”(p.37). 
In the view of Graovetter, the underlying contradiction between sociology and 
economics is the problem of over and under social embededness of human action. While the 
former emphasizes human action is bonded by values or customs, the latter emphasizes the 
rationality aspect in human action. Graovetter resolves this problem by suggesting a 
framework of embedding human actions to the network of social relations. Hence, the 
rationality aspect in human actions is recognized, but it is conditioned by the network of 
social relations where these actions situated. I think that this resolution has not gone far 
enough. Under this framework, the social structure is treated as an external constraint and 
economic rationality is treated as the underlying mechanism. However，if the problem of over 
embeddedness is that it neglects the rationality aspect of human action, it is partly because the 
definition of rationality in economics is too narrow and far from the reality. Taking the social 
constraint into consideration will not help to broaden the concept of rationality. Granovetter is 
indeed aware of this problem and claims that rationality means not only maximizing profit, 
but also maximizing power and status. But maximization is still only one aspect among 
numerous aspects of rationality in human actions. 
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Economic action is also one kind of social action. No matter we take a job or buy a 
commodity, we are having a certain kind of social relation with others, and different aspects 
of rationality are involved. These aspects are often treated as irrelevant information in the 
economic model. On the other hand, we need not deny that utility maximizing rationality has 
a very important (perhaps the most important) position in economic action and economics has 
developed a well-established framework in analyzing it. As a result, I think the true resolution 
is to regard all different domains concerned by either economics or sociology in an economic 
action as relevant and choose the suitable methodology in any disciplines to study different 
aspects of economic phenomena. 
This idea of having an integrating discipline in studying economic action is not new but 
is exactly what people thought an economic science must be when they began to build up this 
discipline. 
In the late eighteenth to the late nineteenth century when a discipline of economics 
started to develop, there is only something called "political economy". According to John 
Stuart Mill, “[a] person is not likely to be a good economist who is nothing else. Social 
phenomena acting and reacting on one another, they cannot rightly be understood 
apart.’，(Swedberg 1991.p.l4). After the Methodenstreit (the paradigmatic battle) in the late 
nineteenth century, there was an isolated discipline of economics. Weber disagreed with this 
trend and used his project of Sozialokonomilk (socio-economic) as a counter current. To 
Weber, socio-economic should be a part of the cultural science and should be developed based 
on economic theory and history. His idea of synthesizing different aspects of social science in 
the study of economy is best represented by what he wrote in the preface of the first volume 
of Fundamental Socio-economics. He wrote, "(insofar as methodology is concerned) all roads 
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came together in the end" ^^(Swedberg 1991.p.l9). 
Besides aiming at getting substantial findings about the market situation of the janitory 
labor market, this research is also an attempt to come back to this idea of using an integrated 
discipline in studying an economic phenomenon. 
12 If economics become a discipline combining different discipline of social science, especially history, it means 
that the study is no longer finding some general model in the economic world. Every study have to be oriented to 
substantiate historical and policy context. This research strategy although is not common in economic sociology, 




This research is divided into two parts. The first part is to map out the general macro 
situation of the sanitary industry in the Public Housing Estates. These include the out sourcing 
policy of the housing authority, the general social characteristics and working conditions of 
the janitors working in Public Housing Estates, and the labor supply situation of the janitory 
labor market. The second part of this study is to find out the micro social experience of the 
janitors in the workplace and the labor market and its interrelation with the market situation. 
3.1 Source of data 
Documentary analysis and quantitative analysis will be used in the first part of the study. 
Information about the out sourcing policy of the cleaning service in Public Housing Estates 
will be obtained from the Hong Kong Housing Authority Annual Report. Information of the 
cleaning service companies in the Housing Department service provider list is obtained from 
their registration records in the Companies Registry. 
The labor demand and supply analysis will be based on the statistics about trend of wage 
changes, changes in number of establishment and changes in number of workers engaged in 
the janitory industry between 1982 and 2002.1 will use the wage of general service workers 
and garbage deposal workers to show the wage trend of the elementary janitory workers, and I 
will also take the median wage of the general labor market, wage of office messengers and 
wage of supervisors in the janitory industry as the reference groups. Both the statistics about 
wage, number of employment and number of establishment is obtained from the Report of 
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employment, vacancies, and payroll statistics ^^of the Hong Kong Census and Statistics 
Department (HKC&SD). It should be notified that the statistics about the wage and 
employment of the janitors here are that of the whole janitory industry. Trade union reports 
that the wage of janitors in Public Housing Estates is usually less than that of the general 
industry. If we compare the wage of garbage deposal workers obtained from the HKC&SD 
and the HKWWA statistics in 2002, the latter is lower than the former by about 24%. If we 
use the HKC&SD figure of 2000 instead, i^the latter is lower than the former by about 13%. 
However, under the constraint that there is no statistics about the wage trend specified for 
janitors working in Public Housing Estates, I think it is reasonable to assume that the wage of 
the janitors of Public Housing Estates is largely correspondent to the wage trend in the general 
janitory industry and the statistics from the HKC&SD is a suitable substitute. Furthermore, I 
will also circulate the change in wage in real term according to the consumer price index. 
Statistics about the fluctuation of real GDP, total population, total working population, 
number of workers engaged in service and manufacturing industries and number of permanent 
housing units will also be shown. These statistics are obtained from the Hong Kong annual 
digest of statistics from the HKC&SD. 
The statistics of the per-unit payment of cleaning service is obtained from the Hong 
Kong Housing Authority Annual Report. As the annual report shows a lump-sum housing 
management payment^ ^ instead of the cleaning service expense separately since the 1991,1 use 
the proportion of cleaning service payment to the total management payment from 1980 to 
1990, to estimate the cleaning service payment from 1991 to 2002. The proportion of cleaning 
service payment varies from 33% to 42% with an average of 37%. There is no obvious trend 
13 Since the second season of 1992, the report has been changed to Quarterly report of employment, vacancies 
and payroll statistics 
14 The HKC&SD has not shown the wage of garbage deposal worker in 2001, and there is a strange and sharp 
increase in the figure in 2002. 15 It include the cleaning service payment, elasticity payment and maintenance payment. 
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of increasing or decreasing in the proportion of cleaning service payment to the total 
expenditure. As a result, I will use 37% to estimate the cleaning service payment and will also 
use the lower limit 33% to estimate the lower limit of the payment. 
Data about the general social characteristics and working conditions of the Public 
Housing Estates janitor is obtained from the data set of the Public Housing Estates 
Outsourcing Janitors Work Safety Survey carried out by the Hong Kong Women Workers 
Associations (HKWWA). This survey was done in every Tuesday and Wednesday from 
October to November in 2002. 138 janitor workers from 21 different Public Housing Estates 
in East Kowloon are successfully asked. The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first 
part is about their general information such as age, sex, wage etc. The second part is about the 
safety conditions of their work, such as their working equipment, experience of work injury 
etc. There is not any systematic sampling in the survey and the population of the research 
subjects is unknown. As a result, the survey result may have biases if extending to the whole 
population. However, it still gives reference about the general situation of the janitors working 
in Public Housing Estates. 
The analysis about micro interrelation between the social and economic life of the janitors 
is obtained from qualitative method. Most of the qualitative data come form my fieldwork and 
interviews. Since June 2002,1 have been a volunteer in the HKWWA and frequently visited 
janitors working in Public Housing Estates. My fieldwork mainly corresponds to two 
incidents. The first incident occurred from December 2002 to about March 2003. Janitors in 
the S Estates claimed that their former employers owed them two-month wages. They have 
tried their own method to get back their wage but in vain. We encouraged them to complain 
the case to the Labor Department and assisted them to fight for their right. The case ended in a 
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compromise between the employers and the janitors under the negotiations of the Labor 
Department. The company agreed to pay back the unpaid wages in an installment plan^^. The 
second incidents began at about July, 2003. The cleaning service contract in W Estate was 
bided by a new cleaning service company and the new company intensely increased the 
workload of the janitors. In order to push the Housing Department to end the contract before 
the probation period, we organized exhibitions, workshops and protests in the Estate to arouse 
community concerns. The Housing Department continued the contract after the probation but 
we found another problem, that is, the company had paid much less than the wage they 
claimed to pay in their contract. We encouraged the janitors to report the situation to the 
investigators sent by the Housing Department and exposed the case to the mass media. 
Sometime in November 2003, the Housing Department ended the contract, signed a new 
contract to the new company and promised that it would ensure all the companies to pay the 
wage they claimed to pay in the contract. Our campaign then extended to other Estates and 
repeated what we did in W Estates. 
The main aspects that I want to focus in my fieldwork are the janitor-employer relations, 
and the janitor-trade union relations. In order to get information about the work history and 
daily life of the janitors, in-depth interviews are conducted with 8 janitors and 1 staff member 
of the HKWWA. 
I have to admit that I personally sympathetic to the situation of the janitorts and my 
involvement in the labor campaign not only aims to do research, but also to offer a helping 
hand. However, I have been very careful not to let my own value judgment affect the 
neutrality of my analysis in this research. Part of the data in this research can be only obtained 
through participant observations, as the janitors usually do not dare to talk about their 
16 However, the employers at the end has not pay the compensation. 
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working situations to someone they do not know. Furthermore, only through participating in 
the campaign can I get the experience of the actual power dynamics between the cleaning 
service companies and the janitors. 
3.2 Discussion for my methodology 
In this research, both quantitative and qualitative analyses are used. This strategy of 
combining different research methods in a single research is called to be triangulation. Jick 
(1983) claims triangulation to be “a vehicle for cross validation when two or more distinct 
methods are found to be congruent and yield comparable data. ... this involves the use of 
multiple methods to examine the same dimension of a research problem" (p. 136). However, 
what I do in my research is somehow different from this common definition of triangulation. 
In my research, quantitative and qualitative methods are used to study different dimensions of 
a research problem. While the quantitative data are used to show the macro market situation, 
qualitative data are used to show the micro relation between the economic life and social life 
of the janitors. Jick regards this kind of triangulation as "something other than scaling, 
reliability and convergence validation ...，，，but is something to "... capture a more complete, 
holistic and contextual portrayal of the unit under study" (p.138). 
Hence, different aspects studied by the quantitative method and the qualitative method in 
my research are complementary to each other. The quantitative analysis can posit the micro 
aspect studied by the qualitative method to a macro picture and "contribute to greater 
confidence in the generalizability of results" (Jick 1983. p.139). The qualitative analysis on 
the other hand, is "... superior to quantitative data in density of information, vividness, and 
clarity of meaning .. .，，(Jick 1983. p.147). Piore (1983) further claims that qualitative analysis 
is important in the study of economic phenomena. He criticizes that formal economic theory 
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does not ask how people think about the economic world and make decision in reality. He 
thinks that qualitative methods “are way of discovering how economic participants think 
about the world. They are means, in other words, of identifying the model of that portion of 
the socioeconomic world which the participants themselves in making decisions" (1983. 
P.80). 
3.3 Problem of representativenss 
There is a paradox on the representativeness of this study. On the one hand, this study of 
janitors working in Public Housing Estates is a study of a broader issue of marginal labor. On 
the other hand, this study is meaningful only by positing it in its specific social and historical 
contexts. Constrained by its methodology, it is hard to draw definite conclusions about how 
far the findings of this study can be extended to other kinds of janitors, not to mention other 
kinds of marginal labors. 
Actually, one of the major concerns of this study is to realize the situations of this 
specific group of janitors and get practical implications to the future labor movement. 
However, it does not mean that this study has no more general implications. Such general 
implications do not obtain from treating the janitors I studied as the “typical” type of marginal 
labors and extrapolating findings drawn from the sample to the population. The general 
implication in my research corresponds to what Burowoy (1985) calls to be the second mode 
of generalization, 'This second mode . . . is the extension from micro context to totality which 
shapes it. According to this view every particularity contains generality" (p,18). 
Hence, generality is reflected in every case study under its own specific social and 
historical contexts. Other studies posited on other specific social and historical contexts are 
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informed by such generality in these previous studies. 
In his Interpretation of Culture, Geertz (1973) claimed that, "Previously discovered facts 
are mobilized, previously developed concepts used, previously formulated hypothesis tried 
out; but the movement is not from already proven theorems to newly proven ones,.. .A study 
is an advance.. .but not less stands on their shoulders than , challenged and challenging, runs 
by their side”(p.25). Hence, while my study of janitors has its own specific historical and 
social contexts, it will still inform future marginal labor analysis. Furthermore, this study is an 
attempt to combine economic and sociological analyses on the theoretical level, so it has its 
general implications as a reflection of recent development in economic sociology. 
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Chapter 4 
Macro Pictures of the Janitory Industry of Public Housing Estates 
In this chapter, I will try to offer a macro picture of the janitors working in Public 
Housing Estates. Describing this picture not only requires us to show information about the 
janitory industry itself, it also asks us to posit the janitory industry in Hong Kong's economic 
structure as a whole. Hence in this chapter, I will first describe the general situation of Hong 
Kong's economic restructuring. Secondly, I will describe the policy of the Housing Authority 
in outsourcing the cleaning service and the relations between cleaning service companies, the 
District Housing Department and other forces in the estates under such policy arrangement. 
Also, I will describe the general division of labor and job arrangement of the cleaning service 
in Public Housing Estates. Thirdly, I will illustrate the general characteristics and working 
conditions of the janitors working in Public Housing Estates by the statistics obtained from 
the survey ofHKWWA. Fourthly, I will show the labor market situation of the janitory 
industry by the data of wage trend and employment trend obtained form the C&SD. Finally, 
by aggregating information shown in the above sections, I will usethe labor demand and 
supply analysis to portray the labor market situation of the janitors working in Public Housing 
Estates. 
4.1.The Overall Economic Background of Hong Kong 
4.1.1 The general labor market situation in Hong Kong under economic restructuring 
The economy of Hong Kong has been restructuring since the 1980s. Since 1980, the 
number of workers engaged in manufacturing industry fell from the peak of 907463. Although 
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there was a revival of the manufacturing in 1984, from then on, the number of manufacturing 
workers has continued to fall every year and fell to 751000 in 1990. The trend of contracting 
was even more intense in the 1990s. The number of manufacturing workers fell to 2902000 in 
2002. At the same time, many workers laid off from the manufacturing industry have been 
shifted to the booming service industry. In 1980，about 41% of the workers were engaged in 
the manufacturing sector, and 35% of the workers were engaged in the service sector. In 1990, 
the figure changed to 28% engaged in manufacturing sector and 63% engaged in the service 
sector. In 2000, there were 7.2 % of the workers engaged in the manufacturing sector and 
82.4% of the workers engaged in the service sector. 
Many studies find that under the trend of economic restructuring, people remain in the 
manufacture sector have to face intensive wage cut, and worsening working conditions. 
Manufacturing workers only enjoy an 8% increase in their real wage rate in the 1980s, and 
have a 2% drop in their wage rate in the 1990s. On the other hand, people laid off from the 
manufacturing sector usually have less educational level, find it is hard to compete in the 
service sector. As a result, many of them have to participate in the relatively low skill and low 
pay elementary service jobs. These jobs usually are unstable and many of them are only part-
time or temporary in nature. 
4.1.2 The general situation of marginal labors in Hong Kong 
According to the research of Wong and Lee (2000)，under the trend of economic 
restructuring, the number of marginal labors (which consisted of the unemployed, semi-
employed, and the working poor^^,) has been increasing rapidly in Hong Kong in the second 
17 Working poor are the working population net of the semi-employed, and earn lower than half of the median 
income of the overall Hong Kong working populations In 1999, those who earn less than 4500 a month is 
categorized as working poor, this is similar to the median income of the janitors working in Public Housing 
Estates obtained from the survey of the HKWWA. 
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half of 1990s. In 1996, 14.4% of the working population fell into the category of marginal 
labors. In 1999, it increased to 18.5%. Among this 18.5% of marginal labors, 33.1% is 
unemployed; 16.1% is semi-employed, and 50.2% is working poor. 56.4 % of the total 
population of the marginal labors is women and it is much higher than the percentage of 
women workers in the total labor force. 
Table 4.1 The number of different kinds of marginal labor in Hong Kong (1996-1990) (unit thousand people) 
Year Unemployed Semi- Working Total Proportion to total 
employed POor working population 
1996 86.1 51.7 306.7 444.5 14.4% 
1997 71.3 37.9 361.5 470.7 14.6% 
1998 157.6 85.4 352.8 595.8 17.7% 
1999 217.1 103.3 322.8 643.2 18.5% 
Source: Wong, Hung and Kim Ming Lee. 2000. Recent trend of marginal labor in Hong Kong. Available at the 
Hong Kong Oxfam Website 
As janitors are generally placed under the category of the working poor, we focus on the 
groups of the working poor. There are about 32,0000 working poor in 1999. 83.1% of them 
are women workers. Although their wage rate is low, they often have to work for very long 
hours. About 18,0000 (55.6 %) of the working poor have to work more than 50 hours a week. 
Even among those who earn less than $3000 a month, 22.5% of them work for more than 50 
hours a week. It means that besides receiving low wage these marginal workers are also the 
one who cannot resist the harsh working conditions. In the survey of the HKWWA, the 
median wage of a full time janitor is 4000 and the median working hours per week is 48. It is 
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very similar to the situation of the working poor. 
Table 4.2 Gender composition among the working poor in Hong Kong (1996) (unit: thousand people) 
Male Female Total 
Number 54.5 268.3 322.8 
Percentage 16.9 83.1 100 
Source: Wong, Hung and Kim Ming Lee. 2000. Recent trend of marginal labor in Hong Kong. Available at the 
Hong Kong Oxfam Website 
Table 4.3 Working hours of people with different income in Hong Kong (1996) 
Less than 3000 3000 - 4999 4000 _ 4500元 Total 
Less than 35 hours 32,000 15,800 9,800 57,600 
(55.6%) (27.4%) (17.0%) (100%) 
35 - 49 hours 22,000 28,600 34,900 85,500 
(25.7%) (33.5%) (40.8%) (100%) 
More than 50 hours 15,700 132,600 30,600 178,900 
(8.8%) (74.1%) (17.1%) (100%) 
Total 69,700 177,000 75,300 322,000 
(21.6%) (55.0%) (23.4%) (100%) 
Source: Wong, Hung and Kim Ming Lee. 2000. Recent trend of marginal labor in Hong Kong. Available at the 
Hong Kong Oxfam Website 
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4.2. Cleaning Service in Public Housing Estates 
4.2.1 History of contract out 
The Housing Authority began to contract out the cleaning service in 1962. (The contract 
out of maintenance service is even earlier). It is believed that the Housing Authority 
contracted out its cleaning service for the consideration of management efficiency. Yet, the 
cleaning services were still done by employees of the Housing Authority in the North Point 
Estates even after the outsourcing policy began. In 1962, the cleaning service of all the estates 
was contracted out to one cleaning service company. As there are not much information 
provided by the early annual report of the Housing Authority, details of the mechanism in 
sub-contracting is not known, except that the annual report mentioned that sub-contracting 
was not allowed. However, according to the trade union, sub-contracting has not been a very 
rare practice in reality. While there are many Public Housing Estates built later, every estate 
contracts out its own cleaning services and the officials of each District Housing Department 
have the authority to determine the service providers. Only those companies in the list of the 
central Housing Department are eligible to bid for the contract and the central Housing 
Authority provides the guideline of the evaluation mechanism. ^ ^ In 1996, the Housing 
Authority started a trial plan for a new system of estates management. The whole 
management service of the public housing estates is contracted out to the Property 
Management Agents (PMAs). One of the most important reasons of practicing this scheme is 
to “contain the growth of staff within the Housing Department itself (Hong Kong Housing 
Authority 1997. p.65). In 1996, this scheme was practiced in 3 estates, and in 2002 it was 
extended to 40 estates. Under this scheme, the cleaning services (so do other services) are 
contracted out by the PMAs rather than the Housing Department. It means that the Housing 
18 Details of the screening mechanisms are stated in the following section. 
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Department only has the responsibility to supervise the PMAs and the supervision of the 
cleaning service companies is the responsibility of the PMAs. Although in official regulations, 
the Housing Department still has the final responsibility to supervise each level of service 
providers, the Housing Department has less intention and resources to keep an eye on the 
cleaning service companies, that is, the second level of the service providers, in practice. 
4.2.2 The mechanism of selecting the cleaning service provider 
The officials of the district Housing Department determine which cleaning service 
company will successfully bid for the contract. Before they make the decision, they will 
consult the Estates Consultation and Management Committee (ECMC). The ECMC is a 
committee aims at enhancing participation of the residents in Public Estates management. It 
consists of the representatives from the mutual assistance commitee. The opinions of the 
ECMS are especially important when existing companies bid for new contracts. According to 
the case in the W Estates, we find that the cleaning service companies always intend to 
maintain good relationship with the members of the mutual aid association. The bosses of the 
companies often play mahjong with the members of the mutual assistance committees and 
sponsor their activities. As a result, the mutual assistance committees have less intention to 
change existing companies. However, we must be notified that the function ECMS is only 
consultative in nature, the managers of the District Housing Department has the final 
authority to decide which company can bid the contract. Some participants of the ECMS 
review that, the District Housing Departments sometimes do not even disclose their 
justifications of selecting a cleaning service company. In theory, the District Housing 
Department has to follow the central guidelines in making decisions. The guideline that the 
District Housing Department uses now is called double track system. Simply put, double track 
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system is to evaluate the service providers according to both the bidding price (one track) and 
the quality of the companies (the other track). The quality of the company, besides consists of 
the cleaning service provided, also consists of the welfare of the janitors. However, there is no 
regulation that the cleaning service companies have to be passed in both tracks. Hence even 
the cleaning service companies give the janitors a very low wage; they can still successfully 
bid the contract if their bidding price is low enough. Under the latest guidelines, the service 
providers will be evaluated according to a scheme of 0-300 scores, which consists of 0-150 
financial score, 0-100 past performance score and 0-50 management score. Score on wage is 
an item constitutes part of the management score and only counted for -6- +6 scores (4% of 
the total marks). It means that even the companies give very low wage to their employees or 
do not observe the labor regulation, they can still bid the contract easily by their lower 
bidding price. 
4.2.3 The force that supervise the cleaning service companies to improve janitors' 
working conditions 
The contract of the cleaning service is usually signed in a two years' term. There is a 
three-month probation period when new contract is signed. After this three-month period, the 
District Housing Department can only expel the cleaning service companies only if the 
companies cannot fulfill the requirements in the contract. Although it is hard to expel 
companies after the probation period, the District Housing Department can still punish bad 
cleaning service companies by denying them for further contracts. In meetings of ECMC, 
members of ECMC can speak out their complaints and suggestions about the companies to 
the District Housing Department. However, the main concern of these representatives from 
residents is the quality of the cleaning service, but not the welfare of the janitors. 
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Although the Housing Department has supervision teams to ensure that the cleaning 
service companies do not violate the labor law, they are complained by the trade union that 
they pay too few investigational visits and their action is too passive. Even i f they pay visits, 
they visit in office hours, and usually inform the cleaning service companies in advance. As a 
result, the cleaning service companies can prepare and make sure that their employees do not 
tell any thing against the companies. 
I f the Housing Department finds that the cleaning service companies have violated labor 
law, usually they w i l l deduct mark o f that company and the company w i l l be suspended from 
bidding for new contract i f its mark is deduced to a certain extent. However, whether this 
mechanism can restrain the cleaning service companies from offending the labor law is 
questionable. According to the study o f Cheung and Tam(Cheung & Tam 2002), nearly half o f 
the contract cleaning service companies in 2001 reported to have offended the labor law 
between 1999 and 2001. One of the companies has received warning for 24 times and been 
punished to be suspended from bidding for 16 times. However, this company can still bid for 
another contract after a few moths of suspension. 
Another official force that restrains the cleaning service companies from violating the 
labor law is the Labor Department. It deals with the problem only when the workers complain 
the companies and usually it w i l l try to resolve the problem by enhancing compromise 
between the companies and the janitors in the first pace. Only when compromise is 
impossible w i l l it consider using judiciary means. However, the judicial process is 
complicated and time-consuming. (The whole process usually lasts for at least one year.) 
Even i f the companies are sentenced to compensate the janitors, it is very difficult to enforce 
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them to pay the compensation.^^ Hence, the janitors not always very eager to seek help form 
the Labor Department in such problems. 
Another important force to supervise the cleaning service companies is the trade union. 
The trade union supervises the cleaning service companies in four ways. First, i f the trade 
union finds in any case that the cleaning service companies do not observe the labor law, the 
trade union w i l l report to the Housing Authority and the Labor Department. Second, the trade 
union w i l l let the janitors know about their right and organize them to fight for it. Third, they 
organize exhibitions to let the residents know about the situation of the janitors and gives 
pressure to the concerned authority in the community, especially the mutual assistance 
committees and District Council members. Fourth, they announce the situation of the janitors 
through mass media to arouse public concern so as to give pressure to the Housing Authority. 
4.2.4 Division of labor among the janitors in Public Housing Estates 
Generally the cleaning service companies divide the cleaning services in Public Housing 
Estates into following posts: garbage disposal workers, sweeper, miscellaneous workers, and 
trolley pusher. 
The sweeper is responsible for cleaning the open area in the Public Housing Estates. I f 
they are ful l time workers, they usually start to work at about 7:00 to 8:00 in the morning, and 
have a one-hour lunch break at about 12:00, and then end their work at about 4:00 to 5:00 in 
the afternoon. When compared to other working positions, their workload is less heavy and 
less disgusting. However, i f the service area of the sweepers is big, their job w i l l become 
more physically demanding especially in the rainy day. According to the survey of the 
19 If the companies refuse to pay the compensation they sentenced to pay, the only thing the workers can do is to 
apply for a winding up for the companies. 
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H K W W A , 75% of the sweepers are more than 60 years old and 75% of them are female. 
Although all sweepers in our survey are full-time workers, according to my fieldwork 
experience, there is a large proportion of part time workers among sweepers compared to 
other posts. 
Trolley pushers are responsible for pushing the trolley to the garbage collecting point and 
help to load garbage from the trolley to the trucks. Their work is physically demanding. We 
have only two cases o f trolley pusher in our survey, both o f them are male and one is between 
30 to 40 years old (the other has not answered the question). According to my fieldwork 
experience, most o f the trolley pusher is male of about 30-50 years old 
Miscellaneous workers are responsible for disposing large and heavy garbage and other 
physically demanding jobs. They usually work for eight or nine hours a day, from 8:00 to 9:00 
in morning to 5:00 to 6:00 in the afternoon. As their jobs are relatively flexible, the actual job 
that the miscellaneous workers have to do is different. We have only four miscellaneous 
workers in our survey. In my fieldwork experience, the miscellaneous workers are usually 
younger-aged women or older men. 
Garbage disposal workers are responsible for collecting garbage in every household in 
the public housing and pushing them in the garbage trolleys. Usually they work for two or 
three shifts a day. Most of the works are done at night, started at about 7:00 to 8:00, while the 
households are most likely to take their garage out of their front doors. (Some estates require 
the household to dispose the garbage in the collecting point in each floor.) The janitors work 
for about three to five hours at night according to the size of the building and their working 
efficiency. They have to recollect the garbage that they have not collected at night in the next 
morning and work for about one to three hours. Some of the workers w i l l also collect the 
garbage again in the afternoon for one to two hours. (In my field experience, most of the 
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cleaning service companies require the workers to work for three shifts.) The total working 
hours o f the garbage disposal workers is about five to nine hours a day. Most of the garbage 
disposal workers w i l l also collect newspaper and other reusable materials during their jobs. 
(They call them xia Ian.) They can usually keep the money from selling of xia Ian, but there 
are some cleaning service companies claims for the ownership o f xia Ian. The jobs o f garbage 
disposal workers are physically demanding and dangerous. As they have to work in 
unfavorable working areas for long hours, this post is the most disgusting one among the 
different post injanitory service in Public Housing Estates. According to the survey, about 
70% of them are female; 80% of them are ful l time workers, 59% of the workers are 41-50 
years old, 15% of them are 51-60 years old and 12% of them are 31-40 years old. 
There are also other job duties, such as cleaning the l i f t , cleaning the balcony, washing 
the floor inside the public housing. Different cleaning service companies have different 
arrangements of these jobs. Usually, they are done by garbage disposal workers and 
miscellaneous workers. However, some cleaning service companies w i l l open a particular 
post for these jobs. 
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning the job of sweeping the eaves. Usually it w i l l be 
treated as an additional job that anyone who does it can have a two or three hundreds dollars 
bonus to their monthly wage. Usually they w i l l be swept by the garbage deposal workers of 
the building where the eaves located. However, as it is quite a dangerous job, (the workers 
have to climb to the slippery eaves at about two floor high) many workers refuse to do it. 
Hence, these jobs sometimes are done by part time workers. 
Recently, one of the strategies of the cleaning service companies to save money is to 
combine different posts into one post. They cut their employment, give the remaining workers 
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with a little higher pay and require them to do the job of the cut workers. For example, they 
may ask the garbage disposal workers to be responsible for all the cleaning service of the 
building. In some estates, the cleaning service even practices the “al l responsibility system". 
Under this system, the garbage disposal workers are responsible for the cleaning of the whole 
building plus the sweeping o f the open area outside the building. The cleaning service 
companies can then cut most o f the sweepers or change them into part time workers and under 
such arrangements, a typical garbage disposal worker has to work for about ten to twelve 
hours a day. 
In every estate, there are one or two supervisors. These supervisors are usually janitors 
themselves. I f the supervisors are female, the workers w i l l call them “big sister". The wage of 
the supervisors is higher than the ordinary workers and they are responsible for arranging the 
jobs, transmitting the order of the boss, and sometimes also responsible for recruiting people. 
Above the supervisors, there is a higher rank supervisor called "head supervisor" and usually 
one head supervisor w i l l supervise more than one estates. Most of these head supervisors are 
male. In many cleaning service companies, above the head supervisors are the bosses of the 
companies. 
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4.3 Characteristics of Janitors in Public Housing Estates 
4.3.1 Wage, job nature and social characteristics 
According to the survey o f the H K W W A , about 38.3% of the janitors working in public 
housing estates have wages o f 3000-3999，22.1% o f the them have wages o f 4000-4999，14% 
have wages lower than 3000，14.8 % have wages between 2000-2900, 8.6 % o f them have 
wages between 5000-5999, 8.6% o f them have wages rate between 6000-6999, and 3.7% 
have wages between 7000-7900 and 3.7% have wages above 8000 and 2.5% o f them have 
wages less than 2000. Counted according to the cumulative percentage, the median wage o f 
janitors is about 3919. 
Table 4.4 The wage distribution of janitors working in Public Housing Estates 
Cumulative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
Valid Lower than$2000 2 2.1 2.5 2.5 
$2000--$2999 10 10.6 12.3 14.8 
$3000--$3999 31 33.0 38.3 53.1 
$4000--$4999 18 19.1 22.2 75.3 
$5000--$5999 7 7.4 8.6 84.0 
$6000--$6999 7 7.4 8.6 92.6 
$7000--$7999 3 3.2 3.7 96.3 
$8000 or higher 3 3.2 3.7 100.0 
Total 81 86.2 100.0 
Missing 9 13 13.8 
Total 94 100.0 
About 75% of the workers are female and 25% of the workers are male. 50.0% of the 
janitors are 41-50 years old, 15.1% is 51 —60，14% is older than 65, 12.8% is 31-40，8.1% is 
61-65. Cross tabbing sex and age finds that the percentage of women workers is higher in the 
31-40 and 41-50 age groups but is lower in the 60-65 and the above 65 age groups. It means 
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that men workers are proportionately older than women workers. The gamma correlation 
between sex and age is 0.173. However, the difference is not significant. 
Table 4.5 Sex composition of the janitors 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
"VM Female 69 7 1 4 7W 7W~ 
Male 23 24.5 25.0 100.0 
Total 92 97.9 100.0 
Missing 9 2 2.1 
Total 94 100.0 
In the survey, 88% of the janitors are ful l time workers and 12% of the janitors are part 
time workers. The median working hours of the ful l time workers are 8 hours a day, and that 
of the part times workers is 4 hours a day. It should be notified that there is about 16% of the 
ful l time janitors working for 12 hours or above a day. About 78% of the ful l time janitors 
have to work for 7 days a week and the rest of them have to work for 6 days a week. 64% of 
the part-time janitors have to work for 7 days a week and the rest of them have to work for 6 
days a week. 
Table 4.6 Job nature composition of the janitors 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
" W l d Full Time 80 f f ^ 87.9 
Part Time 11 11.7 12.1 100.0 
Total 91 96.8 100.0 
Missing 9 3 3.2 
Total 94 100.0 
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Table .4.11 
Wroking Days per Week * Job Nature Crosstabulation 
Job Nature 
Full Time Part Time “ Total 
Wroking I C o ^ 2 T 
Days per % within Job Nature 18.2% 2.2% 
Week — ^ 5 8 i T 
% within Job Nature ^ 72.7% 14.3% 
~ 3 Count 17 VT 
% within Job Nature 21.3% 18.7% 
~ 4 Count 16 r ^ 
% within Job Nature 20.0% 17.6% 
~5 Count 14 14 
% within Job Nature 17.5% 15.4% 
~ 6 Count ^ 27 
% within Job Nature 33.8% 29.1% 
~ Count r 1 2 
% within Job Nature ^ 2.2% 
" T M Count 80~ 11 91 
% within Job Nature 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Table 4. 8 
Daily Working Hours * Job Nature Crosstabulation 
Job Nature 
Full Time Part Time “ Total 
"Daily 2 Count 2 T 
Working % within Job Nature 18.2% 2.5% 
Hours — ^ r 1 2 
% within Job Nature ^ 9^% 2.5% 
~ 4 Count 7 7 
% within Job Nature 63.6% 8.8% 
Count 5 1 6 
% within Job Nature I j m ^ 7.5% 
" 6 Count 18 
% within Job Nature 26.1% 22.5% 
~1 C ^ 10 10 
% within Job Nature 14.5% 12.5% 
C ^ 17 17 
% within Job Nature 24.6% 21.3% 
"To Count 4 4 
% within Job Nature 5 m 5.0% 
" H Count 3 3 
% within Job Nature 3.8% 
~ l 2 Count ~ 5 
% within Job Nature I j m 6.3% 
" l 3 Count 2 2 
% within Job Nature 2.5% 
Count 1 
% within Job Nature 1-3% 
~T5 C ^ 2 
% within Job Nature 2.5% 
" 1 6 Count i 1 
% within Job Nature 1.4% 1.3% 
"TM C ^ ^ 11 80 
% within Job Nature 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Among the ful l time workers, 41.2% of them have wages of 3000-3999, 20.6% of them 
have wages of 4000-4999, 10.3% have wages of 5000-5999, 10.3% of them have wages of 
6000-6999 and the percentage of those above 7000 and below 3000 are both 8.8%. The 
median wage is 4000. The percentage o f part-time janitors having wages of 2000-2999, 
3000-3999 and 4000-4999 are both 27% and there are 19% of the part-time janitors having 
wages below 2000. The media wage is 3164. 
Table 4.9 
Wage * Job Nature Crosstabulation 
Job Nature 
Full Time Part Time ~ Total 
" W ^ Lower than $2000 C S ~ 2 
% within Job Nature 18.2% 2.5% 
$2000--$3500 Count ’ ^ 3 9 
% within Job Nature ^ 213% 11.4% 
$3000--$3999 Count 28 ~ 31 
% within Job Nature 41.2% 27.3% 39.2% 
$4000--$4999 Count 3 17 
% within Job Nature 20.6% 27.3% 21.5% 
$5000--$5999 C ^ ~ 7 
% within Job Nature 10.3% 8.9% 
$6000-$6999 Count T~ 7 
% within Job Nature 10.3% 8.9% 
$7000--$7999 Count ~ 3 
% within Job Nature ^ 3.8% 
$8000 or higher Count ~ 3 
% within Job Nature ^ 3.8% 
Count 68 11 79 
% within Job Nature 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
As most of the workers are ful l time, I further focus on them. Although full-time workers 
wi th more working hours tend to earn higher wages, the relation is not absolute, especially for 
those who are working for extremely long hours. For example, half of the janitors working for 
more than 13 hours or above a day have wages below 3999 (it is even lower than the median 
wage of those working for 8 hours a day). The difference in hour wage of the janitors can 
certainly be explained in part by the difference in the actual job doing by the janitors. It can 
also be explained by the fact that janitors who are wi l l ing to work for such long hours usually 
are those who have less bargaining power. As a result they are more vulnerable to the 
exploitation of the employers. 
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Table .4.11 
Wage * Daily Working Hours Crosstabulation 
Daily Working Hours 
3-5 6-8 I 9-11 1 2 - 1 4 ~ 15-17 Total 
" W ^ " ” L o w e r than $2000 Count 1 1 
% within Daily ^ ^oj i 
Working Hours 6.7% ^ 
$2000--$3500 Count 2 “ 3 1 9 
為 1 3 . 3 % _ 8 . 8 % 15.8% 33.3% 11.4% 
$3000--$3999 Count 8 U 10 T 1 31 
% Within Daily 53 3% 32.4% 52.6% 12.5% 33.3% 39.2% Working Hours 
$4000--$4999 Count 4 H 1 ~ 1 18 
% within Daily 26.7% 32.4% 5.3% 12.5% 33.3% 22.8% Working Hours 
$5000--$5999 Count 5 T 1 7 
% within Daily 14.7% 5.3% 12.5% 8.9% Working Hours 
$6000--$6999 Count 2 T 3 1 
% Within Daily 5.9% 10.5% 37.5% 8.9% Working Hours 
$7000--$7999 Count Y 1 3 
% within Daily 5.9% 5.3% 3.8% 
Working Hours 
$8000 or h i g h e r C o u n t 1 2 3 
% within Daily 5.3% 25.0% 3.8% 
Working Hours 
15 34~ 19 8 3 79 
% within Daily ioO.O% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Working Hours 
(Gamma=0.241 p=0.051) 
Among the ful l t ime workers, there is a negative correlation between the age of the 
janitors and their wage rate (Gamma=0.116, p<0.05). In order to make the picture clearer, I 
count the median wage of different age groups. The median wage of the 31-40 age group is 
4500，that of the 41-50 age group is about 4083, 4201 for the 51-60 age group, 3250 for the 
61-65 age group, and 3619 for the above 65 age group. The wage difference can be explained 
b y the lower productivity of the older workers. However, older workers also usually have less 
bargaining power compared to their younger colleagues. The relation between age and 
bargaining power in the janitory industry w i l l be studied in the chapter. 
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Table .4.11 
Wage * Age Crosstabulation 
Age 
30-40 41-50 51-60 61-65 Older than 65 Total 
" W ^ L o w e r than $2000”Count i T 
% within Age 1.3% 
$2000--$3500 Count 5 1 2 T 10 
% within Age 13.2% 9.1% 40.0% 18.2% 13.3% 
$3000--$3999 Count 4 12 4 2 V 28 
% within Age 40.0% 31.6% 36.4% 40.0% 54.5% 37.3% 
$4000--$4999 Count 2 9 V 1 2 17 
% within Age 20.0% 23.7% 27.3% 20.0% 18.2% 22.7% 
$5000-$5999 Count i 3 2 6 
% within Age 10.0% 7.9% 18.2% 8.0% 
$6000--$6999 Count 2 4 T 7 
% within Age 20.0% 10.5% ^ 9.3% 
$7000--$7999 Count 1 2 3 
% within Age 10.0% ^ 4.0% 
$8000 or higher Count 2 1 3 
% within Age ^ ^ 4.0% 
" T ^ Count 10 ^ 11 5 11 75 
% within Age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Gamma=0.116 p<0.05 
In order to find the variation in wage, I further focus on the ful l time garbage deposal 
workers and divide their wage with their monthly working hours to get their hour wage. It 
shows that even though the janitors work on the same post, there is great difference among 
their wage. The median hour wage of the garbage deposal worker is about $21. However the 
lowest hour wage among the data set is about $9 and the highest is about $40. The highest 
paid janitor is paid four times higher than the lowest .paid janitor I suggest that such a great 
variation in the janitory wage should be explained by the monopsony labor demand. It w i l l be 
further discussed in the next section 
Table 4.12 Distribution of the hour wage of the full time garbage deposal workers 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
$10 or lower 1 L7 H ~ 
$11-$15 9 15.3 18.8 20.8 
$16-$20 8 13.6 16.7 37.5 
$ 2 1 4 2 5 16 27.1 33.3 70.8 
$26-$30 8 13.6 16.7 87.5 
$31-$35 5 8.5 10.4 97.9 
Higher than $35 1 1.7 2.1 100.0 
Total 48 81.4 100.0 
Missing System 11 18.6 
Total 59 100.0 
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4.4.Macro situation in the janitory labor market 
4.41 Changes in wage of janitors 
M y study starts from 1982 and finds that the wage o f the janitors has generally increased 
throughout this twenty years. In 1982 the wage rate o f a general service worker is 1425 and o f 
a garbage disposal worker is 1117. In 1992 the wage is 3195 and 3024 respectively. In 2002 it 
is 5269 and 5229. The increase rate o f wage is about 122% for general service workers and 
170% for garbage disposal workers from 1982 to 1992. Between 1992 and 2002 the rate o f 
increase becomes 64% and 73%. It should be noted that as Hong Kong's economy is facing 
an intensive recession since 1998 (the effect o f recession starts to reflect in janitors' wage rate 
in the first season o f 1999), using the figure o f 2002 to estimate the ten-years growth rate may 
distort the figure. I f we use the figure in 1998，when the wage rate o f janitors is at its peak, the 
growth rate from 1992 to 1998 is 88% and 93%. I f we count the inflation and the wage in real 
term according to 1980 price, the wage rate of general cleaners and garbage disposal workers 
are 992 and 859 in 1982, 1125 and 1064 in 1992, and 1350 and 1333 in 2002. The ten-year 
increase rate for general service workers is 13.4% from 1982 to 1992, and 20% from 1992 to 
2002. The ten-year increase rate for the wage o f garbage disposal workers is 23.9% from 1982 
to 1992 and 25.3% from 1992 to 2002 respectively. As there is deflation in the period o f 
recession, when we count the real wage, the effect o f economic recession is lessened and the 
wage o f 2002 is almost at its peak. 
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Fig 4.1 
The nominal wage trend of genneral cleaners and garbage deposal worker 
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Fig 4.2 
Real Wage Trend of General Cleaners and Garbage Deposal Workers (82-02) 
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It is meaningless to use only the absolute growth in wage to illustrate the change in 
welfare of the janitors and conditions of the janitory labor market. We have to compare first 
the change in wage to the general change in economic situations in Hong Kong. Second, we 
should compare it to the wage trend of other occupations. Third, we should also compare 
the wage trend between the supervisor and the basic workers to study the distribution of the 
labor share among different positions within the janitory industry. 
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4.4.2 The overall economic growth and wage growth of other occupations 
The real GDP o f Hong Kong has increased in 88% from 1982 to 1992, and 50% from 
1992 to 2002, but the real wage rate o f the janitors is only increased by about 20% during 
both periods. It means that the janitors cannot ful ly enjoy the fruit o f economic growth. 
Secondly, I use the median wage among all occupations as a reference group to compare 
the age trend o f janitors. The median real wage (in terms o f 1980 price) o f all occupations is 
2356 in 1982，2686 in 1992 and 2927 in 2002. The grow rate in the 1982-1992 period is 14 % 
and is about 9% in the 1992 -2002 period. It shows that the grow rate o f the janitors is similar 
to that o f the general occupation in the 1982-1992 period but is faster than the general labor 
market in the 1992-2002 period. It may correspond to the trend o f intensive wage cut and 
flexible organization in the general labor market. It should be aware that although the janitors 
experience a faster wage growth than those in the general labor market, their wage is stil l far 
lower than the median in the general labor market and janitory jobs is stil l one o f the lowest 
wage occupations in the labor market. 
Thirdly, I use the wage o f office messengers as a reference group to compare the wage o f 
the janitors. I choose messengers because messengers are usually the lowest ranking 
occupation in a business organization, so they are the elementary workers in the business 
sector. 
The real wage of office messengers is 1291 in 1982, 1829 in 1992 and 2254 in 2002. The 
rate o f increase is 41.6% between 1982 and 1992 and is 23% between 1992 and 2002. I f we 
consider that the business sector was stricken intensively by the economic recession, and use 
the figure in 2000 when the real wage was at its peak (2349), the rate of 1992-2000 wage 
growth increases to 28%. It means that the wage of messengers increases faster than that of 
the janitors in the first decade and becomes more or less similar to that o f the janitors in the 
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second decade. However, we must also notify that many cleaning service companies cut cost 
by combining duties o f different posts into one post.〗。This practice is especially common in 
the garbage disposal workers. It means their workload is increased. Furthermore data from 
H K C & S D also shows that although garbage disposal workers, general cleaners and office 
messengers work on average about one hour more in the 1990s, the average monthly working 
days for office messengers change from 23 days to 22 days since the mid 1990s. It can be 
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accounted for about 4.5% increase in daily real wage. Hence, i f we count for the daily real 
wage, the wage growth o f office messengers is about 27.5% (count on 2002 level) to 31.5% 
(count on 2000 level). 
Fourthly, I compare the wage trend between the elementary janitors and the supervisor so 
as to find out the bargaining power among different job positions in the janitory industry. The 
real wage of the supervisor is 1801 in 1982, 2319 in 1992 and 2231 in 2002. The growth rate 
in the 1982-1992 period is 28.8% and in the 1992-2002 period is 3.8%. I f we take the wage 
rate of 2000 (2437) when it was at its peak, the grow rate is 5%. The comparison between the 
growth in wage rate of the supervisor and the elementary janitors w i l l f ind that the situation in 
the janitory industry is opposed to the conventional statement that the wage differences 
between lower and upper positions in the job hierarchy is increasing in recent years. 
Investigating this phenomenon is out of the scope of this study; however, I suggest two 
explanations for it. First, some of the supervisors are sub-contractors themselves in the past. 
In recent years, many cleaning service jobs are dominated by large cleaning service 
companies and these companies do not further contract out their services. Secondly, it is hard 
to count the income of the supervisors. According to the report of my informants, many 
Details will be stated in the section "Division of labor in the janitory industry" 
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It is no use to consider the working days of the janitors because most of the cleaning service companies do 
not obey the labor regulation and give janitors no holidays. 
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supervisors earn considerable amount of income from bribery or from stealing part o f the 
income of the elementary janitors. These kinds of informal income w i l l not be reflected in 
statistics, so the income shown above may be distorted. 
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Fig 4.4The Real Wage Trend Among General Cleaners and Office Messangers 
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Fig 4.5 The Real Wage Trend Among General Cleaners and Supervisors 
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4.4.3 Changes in the size of the industry 
The number of employment in thejanitory industry has been expanding since the 1980s. 
In 1982, the number of employment in thejanitory industry is 15215 and the number o f 
establishment of cleaning service companies is 626. In 1992, the number of employment is 
26888 and the number of establishment is 929. In 2002, the number of employment is 52922 
and the number of establishment is 1582. The rate of increase in the number of employment is 
about 77% in the 1982-1992 decade and is about 97% in the 1992-2002 decade. I f we 
consider the rate of increase in the number of establishment, it is about 48% in the 1982-1992 
decade and is 70% in the 1992-2002 decade. Although the number of establishment and the 
number of employment are both increasing throughout these twenty years, as Hong Kong's 
economy is overall increasing, we can draw out the conclusion on the relative size of the 
janitory industry only after we compare it with the whole working population in Hong Kong, 
The total number of employment in Hong Kong is about 2406800 in 1982, 2738300 in 
1992, and 3232300 in 2002. The ten-year growth rate of the number of employment is 14% 
from 1982 to 1992 and is 18% from 1992 to 2002. It means that thejanitory service is 
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expanding relatively faster than other industries in general in Hong Kong. 
Another point worth mentioning is that as the rate o f increase in the number o f 
employment is larger than the rate o f increase in the number o f establishment, it means that 
each cleaning service company employs more people on average. In 1982, there are about 24 
workers per cleaning company. In 1992, the ratio increases to about 29 workers per company. 
In 2002，it increases to about 33 workers per company. It is in contrast to the US experience 
where many small and medium size cleaning service companies emerge and compete to the 
existing large companies. This trend o f down sizing in the US is correspondent to the 
companies' strategy o f constraining the development o f trade unions and labor protection 
(Wil l iam, 1999). However in Hong Kong, collective bargaining and labor protection are 
absent even in the large cleaning service companies, large companies need not suffer from 
more burden of labor protection but gain more bargaining power by their higher dominating 
power both in the labor and the product market. 
Fig 4.6 TheNumber of Workers Engaged in the Laobr Force and Number of Workers Engeged in the Sanitory Industry (82-02) 
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Fig 4.7 The Number of Establishment and the Number of Worker Engaged in 
the Sanitory Industry (82-02) 
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Fig 4.8 Number of Worker per Establishment (82-02) 
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4.4.4 Wage and employment in economic cycles 
Generally, the economy of Hong Kong has been growing rapidly in the last twenty years. 
It had a short period o f recession in 1985 and rebounded in 1986 and 1987, and a moderate 
increase in 1988. There is a sudden economic recession in 1989, but it recovered steadily from 
1990 to 1997 wi th an annual growth rate of about 5%. In 1998，Hong Kong faced a sharp 
economic recession (with a growth rate o f - 5 % ) and has a V shape rebound in 2000. However, 
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in spite o f the rebound, the economy has remained very l ikely in recession at least unti l 2002. 
Let's consider the number o f vacancy, there was a sharp decrease in vacancy in 1985， 
1993 and 1999. There was an increase in 2000 and then a decrease again in 2001. It reflects 
the general pattern that while the economy is in recession there are fewer vacancies in the 
janitory industry. The number o f workers employed in the janitory industry grows steadily 
and seems to have litt le or no correlation to the economic cycles o f Hong Kong. I suggest that 
the fluctuation in the number o f vacancy is caused by the fluctuation o f labor supply. 
Conventional wisdom explains such fluctuation in labor supply by claiming that when the 
economy booms, janitors have relatively more chances o f working mobility, but while there is 
an economic recession，workers expelled from other industries in-flux to the janitory labor 
market and f i l l in the vacancy. I have another explanation for such fluctuation in labor supply. 
I also agree that economic recessions make people in other industries flux in the janitory 
industry, but in economic blooms, there are more vacancies not necessarily because that 
janitors have more chances to shift out to other sectors. As the janitory jobs are very harsh, 
many o f my informants review that people shifting from other industries may not stand it and 
quit the job after a short period of time. Hence, the number of workers quitting the jobs 
maybe more or less constant no matter the economy is in bloom or in recession, there are 
more vacancies in economic bloom as there are fewer people shifting from other industries 
and the companies need more time to replace quitting workers. 
The change in wage generally corresponds to the economic cycle. The real wage rate o f 
janitors turned down in 1986 and 1987. (There is usually a time gap between the change in 
GDP and its effect on the labor market.) The wage went up again after 1987 and had a little 
downturn in 1990. Then, the wage has been growing steadily in the 1990s, dropped in 1999 
22 Further discussed in chapter 6 
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and then rebounded in 2000. 
Fig 4.9 The Change in Vancany in The Sanitory Industry and the Change 
in Real GDP Grow Rate (82-02) 
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4.4.5 Shifting of cleaning service demand 
I use the change in population size and the number of permanent housing units to find 
out their relation wi th the change in cleaning service size. In 1982, the population size and the 
number of permanent housing units of Hong Kong are 5264500 and 1175000 respectively. In 
1992, the figures increase to 5811500 and 1825600 respectively. In 2002, the figures increase 
to 6773200 and 2332800 respectively. The population increases by about 10.4 % in 
1982-1992 decade and 16.5% in 1992-2002 decade. The number of permanent housing units 
increases by 55.4% in 1982-1992 decade and 22.8% in the 1992-2002 decade. As a result, I 
suggest that the increase in population and housing units results in an increasing demand of 
cleaning service. 
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Fig 4.10 Populaton and Number of Workers Engaged in the Sanitory 
Industry (82-02) 
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Fig 4.11 Number of Permanent Housing Unit and Number of Workers 
Engaged in the Sanitory Industry (82-02) 
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However, the expansion in the size of the janitory industry is larger than the increase in 
population size. It means that the number of population and housing units served per janitor 
decreases during these 20 years. In the 1982-1992 decade, the population and the number of 
housing units served by one janitor decrease by 37.6 % and 12.1% respectively. In the 
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1992-2002 decade, they decrease by 40.1% and 34% respectively. In other words, there are 
not only more people ask for cleaning service, but also every people consumes more cleaning 
service on average. On comparing the per people increase in cleaning service demand and the 
growth in wage rate^^, it shows that the population served per janitor steadily decreases 
throughout these 20 years and it is not affected by any fluctuation in real wage rate.24 Hence, 
it reflects that the demand o f cleaning service o f the people is not mainly affected by the 
change in real wage. 
Fig 4.12 Population per served Sanitor and Real Wage of General 
Cleaner (82-02) 
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4.46 Discrimination in wage rate 
The research of Cheung (2002) finds that the wage variation for the same jobs is great 
23 I do not use the number of permanent housing unit served per janitors for comparison because the building of 
housing units and the real wage both correspond to the general economic growth. There may be spiritual relation 
between these two variables. 
24 There is an increase in the population served by janitors in 83, 86, 92, 97under the main trend of decreasing 
population. However, there is wage decrease in these years except in 97. If the demand of cleaning service is 
sensitive to the change in wage, the relation between the population served per janitors and the wage should be 
positive. 
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for the janitory industry. From the statistics o f the HKC&SD，we f ind that from 1982 to 2002， 
male janitors constantly earn 10%-30% more than female workers. It applies to all supervisors, 
garbage disposal workers and general workers. In the case o f office messengers, the male 
wage fluctuating between about 15% above or below the female wage rate throughout these 
twenty years. In other words, the relative bargaining power o f female and male messengers is 
more or less the same. According to my field experience, there is no further obvious division 
o f work duties in the same post, which means that both male and female workers o f the same 
post have to do similar jobs but for different wage. The survey o f H K W W A studied in the 
previous section also shows that janitors are paid in different wages even they work for the 
same post. 
Fig 4.13 The Trend of Male/Female Wage Ratio Among Janitors and 
OfficeMessangers 
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I explain this difference in wage rate as a practice of wage discrimination. The cleaning 
service companies pay wage according to the bargaining power of that people. In my 
fieldwork, I f ind that the elderly, new immigrants and women are common targets of 
discrimination. By paying different wages according to the distinct bargaining power of 
different people at the same post, the cleaning service companies can capture the entire 
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production surplus. 
4.4.7 The cleaning service companies as monopsony employer and monopoly service 
suppliers 
I f a company practices wage discrimination, it must have some controlling power in the 
labor market. 
According to the list of service providers of the Housing Authority in 2001, there are 50 
cleaning service companies in the lists�;，and 38 of them have contract with the Housing 
Authority. It means that i f the janitors search for janitory job in Public Housing Estates, they 
have only 38 potential employers. However, as every cleaning services company provides its 
service usually in limited districts, the potential employers that the janitors can search for are 
much fewer. Furthermore, looking up the commercial registration of the cleaning service 
companies w i l l show that different companies in the list have same registration address or 
same directors. It means that they are owned by and managed by the same group of people. 
(Usually they are family members.) For example, the Yee Tai Cleaning Co, Yee Hop Cleaning 
Co. Success Cleaning Co. are both owned by the Chan's family; the Yip Man Professional 
Cleaning Service Companies and the Hang Lee Professional Cleaning Services Company 
Limited are owned by the Leung's family; the Sun Lee Cleaning CO. Ltd., and the Sunny 
Cleaning Co. are owned by the Chan's family, the Hong Kong Commercial Cleaning Service 
Ltd, the Yick Kee Cleaning Service Co and the Chun Wui Kee Company Ltd. are owned by 
the Cheng's family. As a result, there are only limited potential employers for the janitors to 
search for in the labor market. Being in the position similar to the only employer, the cleaning 
service companies become a monopsony employer in the labor market. They need not 
25 The screening mechanism will be discussed in other sections. 
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compete wi th other companies for the janitors they employ, so they can practice wage 
discrimination and pay different wages to different people according to their bargaining power. 
This is a practice in inter-estates level, that is, people working in similar working positions in 
different public housing estates are paid in different wages, and sometimes even in the 
intra-estates level, that is, even people doing the same jobs in the same estates are paid in 
different wages. This can explain why the difference in wage rate among the janitors is so 
high. 
On the other hand, the limited number of potential cleaning service companies in each 
public housing estates gives the companies more or less oligopolistic power or even 
monopolistic power when bargaining wi th the District Housing Department. It should be 
noted that existing cleaning service companies have advantages in the evaluation scheme for 
bidding the contract and more importantly, they usually develop good relations with the 
Mutual Assistances Committee and the officials of the District Housing Department. This 
gives them advantages to outbid other potential competitors for the contract. 
4.4.8 Change in the cleaning service payment 
According to the annual report o f the housing authority, the cost of cleaning service per 
housing unit increases continuously throughout the last 20 years. In 1982, the cost of cleaning 
service per housing unit is 12.35, it increased to 30.22 in 1992, and in 2002 the cost was 
114.68 per housing unit. It means that the growth rate of cleaning cost from 1982 to 1992 is 
144.7% and from 1992 to 2002 is 278% in nominal term or 12.3% from 1982 to 1992 and 
176% from 1992 to 2002 in real term. The growth rate of the first 10 years is similar to the 
growth rate of that of the janitors. (A little bit higher than the general service workers and 
lower than that of the garbage disposal workers.) However, the growth rate of the cleaning 
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service cost is much higher than that o f the janitors' wage rate in the 1992-2002 decade. I f we 
use the highest estimation ^^to calculate the cleaning service cost in 1992 and the lowest 
estimation to calculate the cleaning service cost in 2002, the cleaning service cost becomes 
36.7 in 1992 and 97.3 in 2002. The rate o f increase becomes 165% in nominal term and 93% 
Fig 4.14 The Trend of Change in Real Wage of General Cleaners and the Trend of 
Chang in Real Per Housing Unit Cleaning Service Payment 
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in real term. It is still much higher than that of the increase in wage rate of janitors. 
The difference between the change in cleaning service payment and change in wage rate 
can be explained by the following explanations: 
First, the increase in cleaning service costs is come from the increase price of other 
production factors such as cleaning equipment. Second, the cleaning service company hires 
more workers to maintain a better cleaning quality. Third, the cleaning service company can 
bid for a higher price from their relatively monopoly market position and do not share their 
profit wi th the janitors because of their monopsony positions. The first explanation is not 
likely to be true, because the janitory industry is a relatively labor intensive industry. The 
workers only need very simple tools to carry their jobs and according to the survey of the 
26 Please refer to chapter 3 fro the method of estimation. 
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H K W W A , many companies even do not supply enough working tools for the janitors. The 
second explanation may be valid. We have not any statistics to check the validity of this 
argument yet. However, we should also be aware that many janitors report that there are 
employment cuts in recent years. 
The third hypothesis is most probably valid. Our discussion o f the contract out 
arrangement o f the Housing Department corresponds to this explanation and in the next 
chapter I w i l l also show how the cleaning service companies break any attempt o f collective 
bargaining for the janitors.. 
4.5. The labor market situation of the janitors working in Public Housing Estates 
4.5.1 Labor Demand 
In order to analyze the market situation of the janitory labor market from economic 
perspectives, we should divide our analysis into the labor demand side and the labor supply 
side. 
First, I suggest that the labor demand of janitors in Public Housing Estates is highly 
inelastic. It means that when there are changes in wage, the corresponding changes in labor 
demand w i l l be small. 
Cleaning service is a necessary service for a typical household, and only accounted for a 
very low proportion of the housing management fee. It is very reasonable to believe that 
typical households do not mind giving a few more dollars a month in order to maintain the 
quality of the cleaning service. It is also shown that the average cleaning service consumed 
by people do not change under the fluctuation in wage rate. It means that the product market 
27 According to the research of Cheung (2004), about 66% of the residents is willing to pay $6 more to improve 
the livelihood of the janitors. 
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is inelastic. Furthermore, as cleaning service is a basically labor intensive industry, there is not 
much room for labor to be replaced by other production factors (such as cleaning machines) 
under current production arrangements. 
The low product market elasticity together wi th the high degree o f dif f iculty in substitute 
labors by other production factors infer that the situations o f the janitory labor market fu l f i l l 
three o f the four requirements o f low elasticity under the Marshallian rules o f labor demand, 
so it is reasonable to suggest that the labor demand o f janitors in Public Housing Estates is 
very inelastic. 
Second, I suggest the labor demand is monopsonpy. 
Monopsony means that the cleaning service company is the only buyer in the labor 
market, so it can set the price (wage) to a level under which it can maximize its profit. 
In the above analysis，the janitors usually have very few choices o f job and also the 
contract o f cleaning services wi th in a district is often dominated by few companies. The 
cleaning service companies in the Public Housing Estates where the janitors live become the 
only employer that the janitors have. Being the single buyer, the cleaning service can pay 
different janitors in different prices (wages) according to their bargaining positions. Both the 
statistics o f the H K W W A survey and the HKC&SD show that even janitors working for the 
same post have very different wages. 
Third, I suggest that the labor demand has been increasing throughout the last twenty 
years. 
Statistics show that the wage of the janitory labor market increases faster than that of the 
general labor market. Also the number of workers engaged in the janitory industry is 
increasing during those twenty years. Under simple labor demand and supply analysis, wage 
and employment increase simultaneously only through an increase in labor supply. 
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Furthermore, as the labor demand stated above is inelastic, a shift in labor supply should have 
little effect in increasing employment. As a result, I suggest that the demand of cleaning 
services, thus the demand o f labor has been increasing. The increase in demand on cleaning 
service is probably caused by both the increase in population size and the increase in demand 
of cleaning service standard of the people. 
4.5.2 Labor Supply 
I f what I suggest about the labor demand situation is valid, labor supply w i l l become an 
essential factor in determining the wage. It is because under inelastic labor demand, any 
changes in labor supply w i l l result in great changes in the wage. Furthermore under 
monopsony market situations, the companies can pay wages according to the bargaining 
power o f the janitors, or in other words, the company pays the wage along the supply curve. 
In other words, the labor supply is deterministic in deciding the distribution of producing 
surplus between the janitors and the employers. 
As it is shown that the surplus value is intensely captured by the employer, I suggest that 
the labor supply of the janitors should be high. The surplus value is intensely captured in two 
senses. First, although the rate of median wage growth of the janitors is faster t than that of 
the general labor market, there are great variations among the wage and some people are paid 
at extremely low wage. For those who are earning lower than 3000 and working for more than 
12 hours a day, their real wage per hour is even lower than the median wage of janitors in 
1982. Second, even though we consider the median wage, the increase in cleaning service 
payment is still faster than the increase in median wage. It means that the cleaning service 
companies very probably capture this surplus as profit. 
It should be notified that I suggest that the labor supply is high here in the sense that the 
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employers can intensely capture the surplus value of janitors under this level of labor supply, 
but not in the sense that large quantity o f labor transacted under the low wage level. As the 
effect o f labor supply cannot be singled out from the effect o f labor demand, it cannot find out 
the demand and supply scheme just by the quantity of labor transacted and the wage level. 
However, such analysis of the labor market situation is just the beginning of my study. I f 
the low wage is attributed to the high labor supply, we should explain why the supply is so 
high. While neo-classical economist tends to treat this as a matter of “many people having the 
skill o f being janitors，，，I suggest that it is too easy an explanation because it treats labor 
market transaction as simply selling and buying of skills in the labor market, like selling and 
buying commodities in the product market. One's supply of labor service is far more than 
selling of skills. As a result, in order to find out a more complete picture of the labor market, 
one has to look into what is actually happening when people are searching for, adapting to and 
working for a job. 
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Chapter 5 
Production Politics of Janitors in Public Housing Estates 
In the previous chapter, I have illustrated that though the wage of janitors increases 
relatively faster in comparison wi th the median wage of all occupations, the rate o f increase o f 
cleaning service payment in Public Housing Estates is also much faster than the increase in 
wage. Moreover, in my analysis o f the labor market situation, I suggest that the cleaning 
service companies are probably monopsony wi th low demand elasticity. As a result, the labor 
supply of janitors becomes an important factor in affecting how much of the surplus value is 
captured by the companies. However, describing the macro labor market situation is far from 
getting a complete picture. Labor supply and labor demand are something to be explained. 
What are the social forces that shape the labor supply? What are the relations between the 
companies and the janitors under the transaction point? In this chapter and the next chapter, I 
w i l l use the qualitative data, which is mainly obtained from my fieldwork and in-depth 
interviews, to answer the above question. This chapter w i l l focus on the production politics in 
the workplace. Firstly, I w i l l illustrate how labor resistance, especially resistance in the form 
of collective action is constrained by the hegemonic regime. Second, I w i l l illustrate that 
when hegemonic regime is absent, labor resistance is hardly possible under the structural 
constraints that the janitors face. 
5.1 Production relations under a hegemonic regime 
Despite of the harsh working conditions, collective action is especially hard to find in the 
janitory industry. According to my field experience, many janitors even show that they are 
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standing on the side o f the cleaning service companies and are suspicious o f the trade union. 
In this section, I attempt to f ind out why the janitors consent wi th the exploitation of the 
companies. 
5.1.1 Labor relations as an extension of gender relations. 
In the previous chapter, data o f the H K W W A survey illustrates that 75% of the janitors 
working in Public Housing Estates are women. I propose that the social relationship attached 
to their gender role is reproduced in their production relation and facilitates the hegemonic 
regime. 
In Hong Kong, women are always assigned to the role o f doing domestic work. This 
burden cannot be downloaded even though they have a job outside. In my interview, many 
janitors revealed that they like the janitory job because that the relatively flexible working 
hours enable them to do their own housework. Bobo said that: 
(This job) is convenient for me to buy the dinner and look after my mother. The 
work in the morning lasts for four hours and I can prepare for the lunch for my 
mother at 11:00a.m. The work in the afternoon lasts for four hours and I can 
prepare for the dinner. In other jobs that require you to work for a whole day, 
you cannot leave easily during the job. You cannot leave when something 
happens. The janitory job is relatively easy to leave during working hours i f 
you ask for it. 
In my interview with Lai, she claimed that the flexibil ity in job arrangements is even 
more important than the wage level for the housewives: 
The companies press down the wage but let you go back home often. We 
fellow housewives do not mind the lower wage. We fellow housewives like to 
be janitors because the job let you go back home. You do your job and go back 
home for a while, hanging the clothes and then back to work. 
“ Sometimes even i f they cannot go back home to do the housework easily, they still think 
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the jobs o f janitors as giving them closer contact wi th their family. Lai said that: 
I l ike it because it is convenient to stay close wi th my children. They study in 
Lam Tin. Someone has asked me to work at Kowloon Bay. They give me 
$4300 and here I get $3900. I have to pay the transportation fee and cannot 
take care o f my children. I have lived in Lam Tin for 20 years. For example, i f 
my children cross the road recklessly, other people can tell you. They (the 
residents) are familiar w i th me. Even i f my children do not behave well, it is 
easier for me to know that. 
Another aspect that the gender role infiltrated to the production politic is that many 
janitors regard the cleaning service as a feminine job and they consider their job as an 
extension o f their domestic work. Gigi told me the reason of her staying in the saitory 
industry: 
Once I do the janitory job, I like it very much. It is because this job is just 
like doing the housework. What we do here is something like vacuum cleaning, 
cleaning the glass. Domestic work is also something like that. After I do this 
job, I like it very much and I find only janitory job after that. 
On the one hand, the janitory job gives them flexible working hours and enables them to 
take care of their domestic work. On the other hand, they regard the janitory job as an 
extension of their domestic work. The relation of production with the cleaning service 
companies is then more or less disguised by the social relations in women's gender roles. The 
janitors become less eager to fight against the cleaning service companies because they not 
only take it as a job, but also ful f i l their gender roles. 
However, when the formal production relation is reemphasized as the companies change 
their management strategies (It usually happens when the cleaning service companies want to 
add the janitors' burden or cut their wage), those janitors regarding the job as an extension of 
their gender roles are more likely to quit. While talking about the new arrangement of her job, 
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Gigi said that: 
： I am casual about the job. I f I do not want to do it, I w i l l take a rest. I f they 
press me so harsh, I w i l l quit the job entirely. 
This phenomenon can be certainly explained by the earning ability o f other income 
providers in the family who can support the quitting. However, it can also be explained by the 
disguise o f the social relation being uncovered after the company presses the janitors by the 
power from their production relation. 
5.1.2 Supervisor as the mediator between workers and companies 
As stated in the previous chapter, there are one or two supervisors in each Public 
Housing Estates. They do the cleaning job themselves and they are also responsible for 
passing down orders from the boss，arranging the cleaning job, supervising the work and 
sometimes recruiting people. 
This special position o f the supervisors functions as a buffer between the janitors and the 
cleaning service companies. The nickname “b ig sister" ( i f the supervisor is woman) 
symbolically reflects that the supervisors are playing the role as a close but respectable 
teammate rather than the watchdog from the companies. When talking about her relationship 
wi th the janitors, Lan (a supervisor) revealed how they worked as a team: 
I ask Litt le Ma to work wi th me and Litt le Ma is very obedient. ... Ma (little 
Ma mother) is very helpful to me. We, two people work together and have 
done a good job. 
To some janitors, they obey the order o f the supervisors not only because they are in a 
higher position in the job hierarchy, but also because o f the social pressure o f their personal 
tide. Bobo told me why she followed the order of the supervisors: 
She (the supervisors) tells me to do it (the disgusting job) and I do it. I f I 
cannot do it，I w i l l speak out. I f I can do, I w i l l do. Just as you say, we are 
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friends. I f you tell me to do it and I do not do it, it is quite strange. For 
example like digging the gutter, I dig it every time. I still do it even my hand is 
in pain. I w i l l not say anything. You cannot avoid it, or you quit the job. 
The fact that supervisors do similar jobs wi th the janitors makes the janitors regard them 
as teammates. However, their different interest in job position makes the supervisors stand on 
the side o f the companies. 
Firstly, in some companies, supervisors are paid in similar wage as the janitors but are 
allowed to hold some of the janitors' wage as their own wage. Lai told me that: 
Sometimes the supervisors w i l l take some money out from our wage. We call 
it under-table money. I was familiar wi th some supervisors before, they told 
me that their main income came from such kind of payment. 
For those who get their income from such practices, they w i l l block investigations from 
the Labor Department, Housing Department or the trade union, because they are afraid that 
their illegal practice w i l l be reported. 
Even those who do not get extra income from holding janitors' wage, they w i l l support 
the companies rather than the janitors as they do not want to lose their privileges and higher 
income from their position. Ying (the staff o f the trade union) analyzes the role of the 
supervisors when the janitors stand against the companies: 
In the critical moment, no matter how good the supervisors are in their daily 
relation with the janitors, they w i l l stand on the side of the companies. ... They 
w i l l analyze the pros and cons (of struggling) with the janitors and there are 
certainly more cons than pros.... I think the "good" supervisors are a bigger 
hindrance (towards the movement). ... The janitors usually follow the 
supervisors. Except that the supervisors are very bad, the supervisors could be 
very influential. They have developed their leadership for a long time. 
In terms of identity, the supervisors are closer to janitors as teammates, but in terms of 
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interest position, they tend to support the companies. Using the identity o f a fellow work mate 
as a disguise makes the supervisors more easily get the janitors' approval o f the interest 
position o f the cleaning service companies. 
5.1.3 Family members' helping as a fulfillment of their family role 
Many of the garbage deposal workers f ind that it is too hard for them to complete the 
work on their own, so they ask family members to help them. Usually, they are their husbands, 
wives, sons or daughters. In my fieldwork experience the family members usually help in the 
night shift for one to four hours. I f we take the working hours of the family members into 
account, the wage of garbage disposal collectors are even lower. 
Harrod (1987) claims that seeking help from family members in their services is a 
common practice for the lower class labor. (Harrod calls them “the primitive labor"). He 
attributes it to the fact that the whole families of the primitive labor are reserve or 
semi-reserve labor. However, I am not interested in whether the family members are reserve 
labor. What is important is that why the cleaning service companies do not just pay the 
janitors lower wage and use the money to employ the family members or other people as part 
7R 
time workers ？ 
When asked why the family members offer help, many janitors revealed that it is the 
family responsibility for them to do so. Wa told me that: 
M y son is very filial. He sees me working hard and helps me everyday. These two 
days my son has to prepare for the examination, so I ask my sister to help me. She 
brings her son to stay in our home, so my son can help with his homework and my 
sister can help me. 
In the above case, although we can regard the exchange of tutorial service with cleaning 
28 This statement assumes that the cleaning service companies "can" lower the payment. I will further discuss 
this issue in chapter6 discussion of subsistence wage. 
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service as a certain kind o f rational exchange, such exchanges are still practiced in the form of 
family responsibility. 
.As discussed in the previous section, some women regard their janitory job as an 
extension o f their domestic work. Using family members is just the reverse---- the janitors 
extend their work to their family. It is the responsibility for the family members to help in 
cleaning services, just as their responsibility to help wi th the domestic work, especially 
considering the fact that the working locations o f the janitors is so near to their home. 
As a result, these family members w i l l not regard themselves as workers. They usually 
intend to emphasize that they are just helping their family members. During my fieldwork one 
day, when I talked wi th a man working in the garbage collection point, he told me with some 
embracement: 
I am not a janitor. I am just helping my wife. I have just got of f from my own 
job, and walked by to help my wife here. M y wife is working up stair, so 
you'd better ask her. 
Under this mechanism, production relation between employers and employees is covert 
as social relations between family members. Helping hands from the family do not think 
that they are obeying the boss but fulf i l l ing their responsibility. Antagonism in production 
relation is covered under the disguise of family responsibility. 
5.1.4 Janitory job as an extension of their role of local residents 
Another characteristic that the janitors commonly shared is that most of the janitors are 
themselves resident of the same public housing estates. For those who are garbage disposal 
workers, many of them are even themselves residents of the buildings where they work. 
Some cleaning service companies w i l l take the advantages from the identity of the 
janitors as local residents and require them to work any time a day whenever there are 
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complaints from residents. One of a janitor I met in my fieldwork told me: 
I have to be ready to do my job for the whole day. Even i f it is two or three o， 
clock in the midnight. I f I receive calls from the company, I have to wake up and 
work. 
The janitors' identity as local residents also make them regard their cleaning service 
as serving the community. Lai said: 
I like to work here because I am familiar wi th the people (residents). I say good 
morning every day to dozens o f people. I work to make this place clean and people 
w i l l say "this guy has made the place clean." 
I f the janitors regard themselves as working for the community instead of working for 
the companies, the antagonism between janitors and employers is covered up in social 
relations because janitors see themselves rather as local residents. 
5.1.6 Janitory job as an extension of the daily life of an elderly 
Old people are over proportionately represented in the janitory industry, especially for 
those who are sweepers. Many of these old people are part time workers with very low wage. 
Many of these old people do not regard the jobs as their main income source, rather they 
regard the job as “doing exercise" which gives themselves something to do for their leisure 
time. Lai revealed that 
In the past, I must do it (the janitory job). Now my children grow up and go out 
to work. I treated the job as doing exercise. I treat it as a pastime. I have diabetes 
and hyperpiesia, so I must do exercise. I f I do not do it, I w i l l be even unhealthy. 
As a result, many of them reveal that the wage is not their first priority to be considered 
when choosing the job, but the freedom in their working conditions, such as flexible working 
hours and near to their working place. An old janitor about sixty years, M y Yin told me: 
“ Why don't I take the job? I just treat is as doing exercise. This job is good as it 
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gives me more freedom. The pay is not high. M y sons always ask me to quit the 
job. ... A l l o f them ask me to go back to my home village. I have nothing to do 
there. I am not as old as seventy and eighty. I take this job only as an exercise. 
Again, the formalistic production relation in working is covered up when the janitors 
regard their work as an extension o f their daily life as old people. 
Conclusively, the hegemonic regime between the janitors in the Public Housing Estates 
and their employers are built upon the fact that the janitors not only regard their job as a job 
but also regard it as an extension of their social roles. Antagonism in production relation is 
replaced by responsibility in social relations. 
However, not all janitors are women, old people, or local residents. Even though they 
share similar characteristics, they are not necessarily regarding the job as an extension of their 
social position and indulging in such hegemonic responsibility. Without the disguise of social 
relations, the potential o f resistance w i l l become apparent in the consciousness o f the janitors. 
5.2 Structural constrain of resistance under despotic regime 
The previous section illustrates how the janitors o f Public Housing Estates work under a 
hegemonic regime. However, there are some janitors who regard their job solely as a job to 
make a living. Furthermore, when the employers impose harsher working situations or lower 
wage on them, the contradictory interest positions between employers/supervisors and janitors 
w i l l become too apparent to be covered in the disguise of social relations. 
In order to prevent resistance in these occasions, the cleaning service companies have to 
make sure that the janitors are under their control. Hegemonic regime is replace by despotic 
regime. The cleaning companies make use of many structural barriers to ensure that resistance 
is impossible, so even the janitors are aware of the antagonism in the interest position, they 
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cannot practice any resistance, especially in the form of collectively action. 
5.2.1 Supervisors as the watchdog of the companies 
Under the hegemonic regime, supervisors' roles as teammates o f janitors help the 
companies to hide the antagonism between them and the janitors. I f the antagonism between 
them becomes too apparent to hide, the supervisors w i l l take the role as the representatives o f 
the companies and their position of working in the front line w i l l give supervisors advantages 
in crashing any attempt of resistance or solidarity among the janitors. 
First, when the trade union approaches the janitors in an estate, because the supervisors 
are working in the front line, they can get first hand information o f the approach from the 
trade union and take actions to avoid further infiltration of the janitors. 
Here is one incident during my fieldwork. When we approached the janitors in 
W Estates and talked to them, the supervisors appeared and the janitors suddenly 
stopped talking. After this case, the janitors reported that the company warned 
them that they should not talk to us. Another case was that, in the climax of the 
labor campaign in W Estate, when a local resident talked to the janitor, the 
supervisors mistook her for a member of the trade union and rushed out to scold 
her badly. 
Furthermore, their position in the front line can also give them strategic position in 
arranging the work, or punishing disobeying janitors when they find that there are signs of 
resistance. 
When the Housing Department decided to change the cleaning service company 
who has failed to pay the promised wage as in the contract, two of the janitors 
thought to have "talked too much" were given more duties under the new job 
arrangement. Their working hour changed from about 8 hours to about 10 hours. 
Furthermore, they were assigned to extra work like loading heavy garbage. They 
both thought that it was the revenge of the supervisors. 
The practice of employing relatives and friends in the janitory team by the supervisors 
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makes it even harder for the janitors to get united as they do not know who can be trusted and 
who cannot. When I asked why she did not report the illegal work arrangement to the 
investigators o f the Labor Department, Fong said: 
No one w i l l tell the truth. I f supervisors know that, you w i l l be in trouble. (You can 
speak out when the supervisors are not here.) No one w i l l speak out, how do you know 
who is the people o f the supervisors. I have been working as a janitor for 25 years. I 
can tell you, no one w i l l speak out. 
5.2.2 Gender disadvantages 
Even i f the janitors take actual actions of struggling, their social role as a woman 
becomes a constraint for them to fight against the companies. 
Although there are more women than men in the janitory industry, most of the head 
supervisors are men. When I ask Bobo why there are such phenomena, she told me: 
It is because the head supervisors are employed by the boss. The bosses usually 
choose men, don't they? How come a woman can keep the janitors in control? 
Women only know work and work. The head supervisors have to go to many 
Estates. I f he/she asks someone to be fired, the big sisters have to follow his/her 
orders. 
This extension of gender power relation to the relations in production w i l l make janitors 
afraid to fight back even i f they want to. During the last two weeks before the old companies 
was replaced by the new companies in W Estate, supervisors of the old companies asked the 
janitors to sign some documents claiming that they gave up the compensation they entitled to 
receive. Even though the janitors needed not be afraid of any revenge from the old company 
(because it would be no longer their boss), many of them still agreed to sign the document. 
Ying explained to me: 
Especially for those who are women ...it may be because they have been 
repressed by the supervisors for a long time . . .o r those who are always scolded 
« 
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by the supervisors, once the supervisors asked them to sign (document), they 
sign. ... We can only teach the janitors to avoid meeting them (the supervisors). 
It is a strategy of escaping, but not a direct confrontation. 
Furthermore, the traditional social role of being submitted to and oriented to their 
families also bring social pressure upon women i f they want to struggle wi th the companies in 
a relatively high profile way. Ying claimed that 
The attitudes o f the husbands are very deterministic. We have encountered many 
times that the janitors agree to stand out, but discourage by their husbands. Even 
though their husbands do not discourage them, they are discouraged by their 
relatives and friends. They (relatives and friends) w i l l say, 'You have to consider 
about your son. I f anything happens, the companies w i l l not send people to chop 
you off, but chop your son. 
5.2.3 Lacking of information to struggle with the companies 
Many janitors have to work alone for very long hours and without holidays. As a result, 
they are isolated from the information of the outside society. More than this, many janitors do 
not know how to read and write, so they are separate from the information that facilitates their 
action o f resistances. 
Firstly, they do not know what to do i f they want to complain the cleaning service 
companies. They even do not know which government authority they can approach. 
“ 
In the case of struggling back the unpaid wage from the old company in S Estate, 
the janitors told us that they have first approached the District Council Member. 
The District Council Member asked them to go to the Small Claims Tribunal. They 
did not go there because they thought that it was so complicated to claim for their 
wage through common pleas. After about half a year, they went to the Labor 
Department, but the staff said that they had to come within three months and they 
went away. Actually, the janitors should seek help form the Labor Department in 
the first place. They were also entitled to claim for the unpaid wage even after half 
a year. The trade union found this case about a year later. They accompanied the 
janitors to the Labor Department and the Labor Department accepted their 
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accusation o f the old company. 
They do not know about the existence of trade union neither in what ways the trade 
union can help them. Ying said: 
“ I t is very seldom that the workers (janitors) phone us and ask for help by themselves. 
Even i f the workers phone us by themselves, it must be because they are informed by 
other fellow workers. They have to be informed about not only the “name，，of the trade 
union, but also about what the trade union has substantially done before." 
Furthermore, they do not know about their right. Many of them have been exploited by 
the companies since they began to be janitors, so they think that the illegal job arrangement 
of the company is not a problem. When I asked Yin whether he would ask for a sick leave 
when he was sick, he told me there was not such thing in the industry. 
We do not have sick leave. You can leave but you have no pay. (According to the 
labor law you can have paid sick leave.) No, we do not have such things. This 
industry never has such kind of things. 
They do not know either about the procedures of accusing the companies, so they may 
make serious procedural mistakes and miss the chance of accusing the companies. For 
example, they may have signed up some documents that the companies call them to sign, 
which become evidence in proving the companies are “innocent”. 
When the cleaning service company in W Estate knew that they could not bid for 
the new contract, they asked the janitors to sign for some documents to claim that 
they quitted the job themselves, so that the company need not pay the severance 
payment. Many janitors signed the documents because they did not know what the 
documents were. At the end, only those few janitors who had not signed the 
documents could get back their severance payment. 
Due to the lack of information, the janitors do not know where to complain about the 
companies, where they can seek help and how to enhance the chance of winning in struggle. 
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As a result, it gives the cleaning service companies an advantageous position to clash the 
resistance o f the janitors. 
5.2.4. The isolated working environment 
Many of the janitors (especially the garbage disposal workers) have to work alone and 
very often they do not know their colleagues. This situation makes it harder for the trade 
union to unit the janitors together in collectively bargaining wi th the companies. Yind said: 
The traditional way o f struggle, let's say in a factory, is certainly having 
collective action. It is the correct way because an individual worker has too little 
power. However, in the case of the janitory industry, we find it hard to struggle 
in this manner and it also explains why the janitors dare not come out to 
struggle. It is because their situation is too isolated. It is very hard to push them 
together, as they worry that there are traitors among them. It is not like working 
in a factory. Workers work together and know who is the traitor. The janitors are 
not very familiar to each other. They even do not know the one working next to 
their building. 
The cleaning service companies take the advantages from such working situations to 
prevent the janitors from uniting together and exchanging information. When there is a case 
that the janitors struggling against the cleaning service companies in the concerned authority, 
the supervisors w i l l intimidate each janitor individually and make him/her believe that all the 
other janitors are standing on the side of the companies. 
After the "promise wage incident" in W Estate is reported by the mass media, 
many janitors told us that they were warned by the supervisors individually. One 
of the janitor said that: ‘The supervisor said to me, "You should never tell the 
trade union ever more. I know that it is you making trouble.' I feel that the 
supervisor seems to pay special attention on me’，. However, we find that the 
supervisor had said similar things to other janitors. 
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Some companies negotiate wi th the janitors about their payment and working duties on 
an individual basis, so the janitors do not know each other's wage and working duties and the 
companies can practice wage discrimination easily. 
“ In W Estate the new company announced to employ the janitors working for the 
old company and asked the janitors to register. The janitors were met wi th the staff 
o f the new company individually and the staff told them of the wage that the 
company w i l l pay. As a result, the janitors told us that they did not know the wage 
of others. 
Even though the janitors are discontent about the companies and want to struggle wi th 
the companies, they think that there w i l l be no point in doing that individually. Gigi told me: 
Even you want to speak out, there have to be more people who want to speak out. 
It is no use to depend only on the power o f one and two persons. I f half o f the 
people eager to speak out and strike for one day, I think it (the company) w i l l be 
immediately shocked. However some people are very t imid and do not dare to 
speak out. I f you speak out, you must expect the consequence . . . I f you speak 
out, you need not come back to work tomorrow. 
During my visit to advocate labor movement, when we told the janitors to stand 
against the company and protect their own right, one janitor responded: 
We are not united together. It is not use to speak out by one person. Every other 
people do not dare to speak out. How come you dare to speak out? 
The fact that the social characteristics of many janitors are women, new immigrants, 
housewives and the elderly, intensifies the effect of segregation. As many of the janitors are 
not accustomed to struggle under their daily experience in their social role, they need the 
social recognition of others to support their action. On the one hand, they need the support of 
the general society, but they always find that the society seems to be unaware of their problem. 
Ying claimed: 
They feel that other people do not care about their problem, or even are afraid 
of them, because his is a disgusting job... Once they find that many people 
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concern about their problem, even university students go to talk to them, they 
w i l l think that their problem is important and they feel psychologically that the 
situation can be changed. 
On the other hand, they also need mutual support from fellow workers. The dialog 
between Gigi and Ying while Ying asked Giig to become one of the committees o f the trade 
union is a very good example showing the mind of the janitors. 
Ying: I have something want you to help. The trade union have to appoint the 
committee member 
Gigi: You ask the one who called.... 
Ying: Ar Fei. I have asked her and I ask you now. 
Gigi: You should ask more people. 
Ying: I have asked more people already. I f there are not enough people, the trade 
union cannot be existed. 
Gigi: You should ask more people. A t least ask ten people. 
Ying: Yes, so I count you. 
Gigi: It is okay then, I am always casual about such kind of things. 
Lacking strong ties wi th each other makes individual janitors easy to withdraw in 
collective actions, and this w i l l frustrate the eagerness of resistance for the remaining people. 
This is reflected in the case of S Estate: 
After the former cleaning service company refused to pay the compensation it 
agreed to pay, the Labor Department wanted to prosecute the company and 
contacted the janitors to give evidence in the courts. The janitors at first were 
excited about it and all of them agreed to give evidence. After one of the janitors 
retreated, the other janitors were hesitated to do so, and finally all of them claimed 
themselves to be too busy to do so 
Ying also noted this lacking of mutual support is one of the major problems they 
encounter in the action of W Estate. 
This situation is very bad. ... Just like the case in W Estates, the Housing 
Department even sent people to have a meeting with the janitors. I f there are 
janitors who trust each other and promise (each other) to come out, then they can 
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speak out in the face o f the Housing Authority and they would have much more 
impact. However, one janitor did not know what others think, so they hindered 
each other. .. .We can see that the way to organize action is very easy. Once there is 
a person who is braver and tougher, the others w i l l also be braver." 
5.2.5 Unbalance of power in struggling 
When the janitors struggle, they either complain the companies to the Labor Department, 
or confront the companies by themselves; the reason that the companies make concessions is 
that i f they do not do so, they may even lose more. However, under the unbalance o f power 
between the janitors and the companies, the degree o f loss that the janitors and the companies 
suffer is different. In order to clash any attempt o f resistance, the cleaning service companies 
claim to make no cession even i f they have to lose more in such situations. 
In the struggling o f severance payment in W Estate, the cleaning service 
company claimed that they would provide the janitors jobs in other Estate after 
they ended their contract in W Estate, i f they did not quit the job themselves.^^ 
When the trade union finds that the company does not have contract in nearby 
estates, the company still claimed that they would use car to deliver the 
janitors，30 although it brought no benefit for the company to use car to deliver 
redundant workers to other estates. However, many janitors turned down and 
signed the document to state that they quit the job themselves. The company 
finally practiced nothing they declared to do, and the few remaining workers 
who had not signed the document got the severance payment and worked for the 
new companies. 
Similar situations happen in the case of claiming the unpaid wage in S Estate. 
When the official o f the Labor Department acted as a negotiator to ask the 
cleaning service company to pay the unpaid wage, the boss of the company 
claimed that she had no money and could only pay each janitor $200 per month 
29 According to the labor law, if the company can provide similar job to janitors, it do not need to pay the 
severance payment. However, most of the janitors do not want to work far away, so many them would rather quit 
the job, work for the new company and abandon their severance payment. 
30 According to the labor law, if the new working place is unreasonably far away from the existing working 
place, the workers have the right not to accept the offer. In this case the have to pay the severance payment. 
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unti l the whole payment is paid. (The company owed one of the janitors about 
$20000. It means that the company has to pay for more than 8 years until the 
whole payment is paid.) She also claimed that i f the janitors did not accept her 
plan, she would let the Labor Department prosecute her and ask for bankruptcy. 
Then the janitors would get nothing. Finally, the janitors accepted her plan. 
Theses two cases are like the situation in the game theory. The relative strategic 
positions of the janitors and the cleaning service company are shown in table 5. Land 
table 5.2. As the janitors are too vulnerable to face the risk, the companies can take 
advantages under this situation of unbalance power. 
Table 5.1 The relative strategic position between the janitors and company in the case of struggling of 
severance payment. 
Janitors (Best Company (Second Janitor (Second best Company (Best 
option) best option) option) option) 
The cleaning worker get the severance The cleaning worker do not get severance 
payment and work for the new company payment and work for the new company 
Janitors (Worst option) Company (Worst option) 
The janitors do not get the severance payment and the company employs them as redundant 
workers in remote Estates. 
Fig 5.2 The relative strategic position between the janitors and company in the case of struggling for the unpaid 
wage. 
Janitors (Best Company (Second Janitor (Second best Company (Best 
option) best option) option) option) 
The janitors get the ful l payment and the The janitors accept the plan of getting $200 
company is not prosecuted per month and the company is not prosecuted 
Janitors (Worst option) Company (Worst option) 
The janitors get nothing and the company calls for bankruptcy 
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Furthermore, the cleaning service companies have many sister companies. It makes the 
janitors hesitate to struggle for their entitled rights even the company cannot bid for the 
contract because they're afraid that the contract w i l l be bided by the sister companies and then 
take revenge on them. Fong said: 
No one w i l l speak out even the companies have left. Who knows what 
companies w i l l be our new employers? 
Ying also told me that it was one of the obstacles for the trade union to call the janitors to 
speak out. 
They (the janitors) like to say, i f I do wrong here, every other companies w i l l 
not employ me. They think that the companies stand close to each other. I 
think they may exaggerate their powerlessness. 
While antagonism between the companies and the janitors is hidden in the hegemonic 
regime, antagonism is suppressed in the despotic regime under the structural advantages of 
the companies. However, it should be notified that there is no distinct boundary between the 
hegemonic and the despotic regime. Janitors usually regard their jobs as a job and as an 
extension of their social roles. The cleaning service companies w i l l also strategically combine 
both types of production politics according to different situations. 
5.3 Subjectivity of the janitors 
The above sections seem to illustrate a picture that the janitors seldom fight back against 
their employers. It should be noticed that it does not mean that the janitors are someone to be 
controlled and do not have their own subjectivity. 
Under the despotic regime, the janitors do not fight back because their resistances are 
structurally constrained, however, this does not mean that they are wi l l ing to accept the total 
control of the companies. Beyond the mechanism of the companies' control, the janitors w i l l 
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resist. Many janitors tell me that they w i l l not totally fol low the order o f the cleaning service 
companies. Y in told me that how he changed his workload by himself under the new job 
arrangement o f the company. 
The company later didn't want me to do (washing the floor and deliver heavy 
garbage). It employed another people to do the job and deducted my wage by 
1000. Later，they asked me to do the job again but did not raise my wage back ... 
so I just casually use water to flush the floor. 
The janitors w i l l fight for their dignity i f they are insulted. Ma told me that: 
We swept the floor and he (the hawker) poured the noodles everywhere. I said 
to him: “ I t is not right to do that. You should not bul ly us. ... M y son is just 
subnormal, you should not bul ly us." I scolded h im badly. .. Later, he sent me 
some dim sum for apologies. I said "No, thanks. I do not want your dirty 
food!" ... I told Mr. Fan (the supervisors), we quit the job. He asked why, I said 
that the hawker had bull ied us. 
Ying also said that: 
It is the individualistic way o f resistance. For example, they w i l l scold the 
supervisors. They think it is happy to do that and they release their anger at that 
moment. They think that it is something they can do, but is different from 
standing out to struggle. 
I f the hegemonic regime of the janitory industry in Public Housing Estates comes from 
the fact that janitors regard their jobs as an extension o f their social roles, such social roles 
can also be sources o f resistance. Bobo told me how she quitted the jobs after her colleague 
was fired after asking for higher wage. 
He (the supervisor) told me that he would answer me within a week. However, 
he told me that day, he fired the workers who asked for higher wage the next day. 
I do not know whether it should be called loyalty. We think that it is meaningless 
to do the job, so we quit together. 
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No matter it is the hegemonic or the despotic regime, the obedience and resistance o f the 
janitors is a reflection o f their subjectivity and rationality. In other words, the production 
regime restrains the possibility o f the janitors. They can choose to ignore some duties o f the 
companies, but it means little to the companies so long as the companies can keep wage low 
and working hours long. There are also cases that the janitors resign wi th the supervisors, but 
being in a strategic position of much higher bargaining power, the supervisors are much more 
l ikely to be a leader uniting workers working for the companies rather than standing against 
the companies. As a result, either underestimates the janitors' subjectivity or overestimates 
any substantial resistance action generated from their subjectivity ignores the actual 
interactions between the agents and the social structure. 
5.4 Conclusion 
The previous chapter claims that the labor bargaining power is a very significant factor 
in determining the wage of the Public Housing Estates janitors. In this chapter, I have shown 
that how labor bargaining power is conditioned in the production politics in the workplace. 
Their consciousness of resistance is covered up by the extension of their social relations to 
their jobs and also their power of resistance is constrained by their structural positions in 
production politics. 
I f bargaining, especially, collective bargaining are hardly practiced in the working place, 
the bargaining power before the working place, that is, the market position of the janitors, 
becomes very important in determining the labor supply of the janitors. It leads to our analysis 
of the market position of the janitors in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Subsistence Demand and Job Mobility——Supply in the Labor Market 
In the previous chapter, I have illustrated the production politics in the workplace. 
However i f the essence o f any production politics is to obscure and secure the creation o f 
surplus value, then we should focus on both the creation o f use value and the exchange value 
o f the workers, which is largely determined by the labor market situation^\ Furthermore, any 
production politics is embedded in the labor market situation and it influences the relative 
bargaining power between the workers and the employers in the workplace. In my analysis on 
labor market in chapter 4，I have suggested that that labor supply becomes a very important 
factor in determining the janitors' wage rate. 
Labor supply involves the number of potential labors wi l l ing to be janitors, and their 
total supply of working hours in certain wage level. For every individual labor, whether he 
w i l l supply his labor and under what conditions he w i l l supply certain amount of labor is an 
issue that involves the availability of other job options and his conception of acceptable level 
of wage rate32. In the case of marginal workers, I define this acceptable level of wage rate as 
their subsistence demand.^^ In this chapter, I w i l l f ind out how the social characteristics o f the 
janitors affect their subsistence demand and job searching ability, and how being janitors itself 
reinforces the mechanism in determining the labor supply. 
31 Wage bargaining in work place politics also determine the exchange value of the labor. However work place 
politics also determine how far the workers are put under control and work as hard as they can. It involved the 
use value of the workers.. 
32 It is the price of leisure under model of neo classical economy. 
33 I use the term subsistence demand to describe the level of acceptable wage rate the marginal labor demand 
because under the fact that the janitory being one of the jobs with the lowest wage rate in Hong Kong, I suggest 
that the acceptable level of wage rate becomes the wage rate which can sustain an acceptable level of subsistence 
for the janitors. 
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6.1 Subsistence demand of janitors 
Under the Marxist economic theory, labors are paid by their exchange value, that is, the 
wage that can sustain their reproduction, and the difference between the exchange value and 
the use value o f the labor is the surplus value. This theoretical framework assumes that the 
employers have the total bargaining power in the labor market. In our case o f janitors, as 
shown in the previous chapter, they are either unwil l ing or unable to unit together to struggle 
against the companies. As a result, the cleaning service companies probably pay as low as the 
level at which the janitors can sustain their livelihoods. However, the livelihood that one 
thinks can sustain himself is culturally determined and structurally facilitated by the society 
one is in. In this section, I w i l l illustrate how the social characteristics that janitors commonly 
share determine janitors' subsistence demand and how their subsistence demand influences 
their labor supply. 
6.1.1 The subsistence demand of people with endurable characters 
To answer what is the subsistence demand of the janitors, first we have to answer what 
kinds of people are likely to become janitors 
Janitory jobs are claimed to be low skill jobs. Conventional economic theory suggests 
that while the skill requirement is low, many people can become janitors and hence the labor 
supply is high. 
Actually, it needs very short period of training or learning for a people to manage the 
janitory job. Bobo revealed how she managed to do the job when she first became janitor: 
At first I was not accustomed to the job, I worked very slowly, and I had to 
work after all other people finished their jobs. Other people finished their jobs at 
11:00 while I could not go back home until 11:30. I had not ever used a vacuum 
cleaner before. I also had not ever tied a garbage bag before. I had to take a few 
days to get my job in hand. 
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In this sense, the skil l requirement o f the janitory job is low. However, according to the 
new approach o f human capital theory, skil l requirement is defined by the personal attribute 
required to fu l f i l l the tasks o f the job. Many janitors reported that they have to work under 
very unfavorable working environments and the tasks are very harsh. 
Gigi told me how harsh the jobs o f the garbage disposal workers are: 
It is terrible to be garbage disposal workers. When there are festivals, the 
garbage is as high as a hil l . ... You work in a building of 28 floors, you have 28 
trolleys o f garbage. It is very terrible. I do not dare to take this post. 
Many o f them also report the job to very physically demanding and people can get hurt 
easily. Bobo told me that how she got hurt after she became a janitory worker: 
The job like pull ing the garbage trolley is very harsh. We have no choice. We 
can only be more careful. However, my bones are deadly in pain. M y wrists, 
my arms are also very painful. 
The unfavorable working environment and the heavy workload make the janitory job 
both mentally and physically demanding. Hence many people cannot bear the harshness of the 
job and quit the jobs after a very short period of time. Bobo said that: 
Many of those people who do the janitory job for the first time quit the job 
easily. They have not gone out to work before and feel there is great 
pressure. .. . I f you walk in and ask for a job, the companies seldom employ you, 
because they worry that you w i l l quit the job easily. 
Being janitors (especially garbage collectors), they have to bear the unfavorable working 
environment, physically demanding workload and low social esteem. Hence, they have to 
build up an endurable character to stand for the hardship both mentally and physically. In my 
interviews, when I asked why my interviewees became janitors, many of them tended to 
emphasize their endurable characters and revealed their past history of harshness. Ma revealed 
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that: 
I went to Fo Tan to f ind job. I found the iron wares job. The wage was very low 
at that time. Making one box o f things was only worth $5 and you could at 
most finish 10 to 20 boxes a day and only earned about $50 a day. You were 
l ike to die. It was a very hard job. I could not quit the job, because my husband 
was unemployed that time. Even you did not care for yourself you had to care 
for your children. I had stood for any kind o f hardship that time. 
Even though people have relatively endurable characters are only suitable to become 
janitors, human capital theory explains the low wage by claiming that the supply o f people 
wi th such attributes is high. However, I suggest that at least this should not be the only 
explanation. 
In my interview, besides making them adapt to the harshness of the production process，I 
also f ind that this endurable character makes them more adaptable to the harshness in their 
reproduction. It means that they can adjust to a low standard of l iving, and hence, their 
subsistence demand turns to a low level. I asked Fong how she could stand the harshness o f 
her life and she answered, 
There was nothing called "you can't stand i t ” . The most important thing is to see whether 
you have the w i l l power. M y mother in my home village always told me: "not matter the 
hardship, you can stand for it. Even you have only one bucket o f water, you can stil l live 
wi th it，，. I use my wil lpower to make me live. I was once told by my doctors that I could 
not live for a long time. I am still l iving now because o f my willpower. 
Being able to adjust to harsher l iving standard the janitors become easier to be 
satisfied with a lower wage. Mr Yin revealed how he made a balance between his expenditure 
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and consumption: 
I ate my breakfast in the morning. M y dish is $7. M y wife may order more 
expensive dishes; her dish is about $10. Our breakfasts totally cost no more than 
$20. Then we eat casually for our lunch. At night, we use a little money, buying 
a dead fish, the total cost for our dinner is about $20. The three meals totally 
cost no more than $100. We only need to pay $600 for the rent. . . .We live in a 
transitional housing. We like to live here because the rent is low. A l l added up 
together, only my income from the “X ia Lan" is enough for me to make a 
living. 
Furthermore, people always argue that social allowance is a substitute o f the working 
income for the low income labor, so the social allowance can be considered as the baseline 
that the wage has to go beyond. However, many janitors because of their endurable characters 
emphasize that they w i l l not receive social welfare even they are entitled to do so. M r Yin said 
that: 
The kind o f people like me is bom to work hard. It is not right to stop working. 
I feel alright whenever I am managing to take two meals everyday. I w i l l not apply for 
something so called social allowance. 
Ying also told me she had encountered many elderly janitors who refuse to apply for the 
social allowance. 
We members of the trade union certainly w i l l persuade them under the rational 
perspectives and talk to them "You are so old, why don't you apply for the 
social allowance?" Certainly, they have their emotional perspectives or 
subjective perspectives, they like to respond: “How come I need to apply for the 
social allowance. I have to make a living on my own." 
As a result, social allowance can no longer act as the baseline for the wage of the janitors. 
This can partly explain why many elderly people eager to work for a wage much lower than 
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the social allowance payment they are entitled to receive. 
Neo classical economics claims that the relative demand and supply o f the required 
attributes o f a job determine the wage. However, it has overlooked the fact the attributes sold 
in the labor market is not something like commodities that are external to the labor. Owning 
certain kinds o f production attributes may mean having certain styles o f livelihood which w i l l 
affect their labor market positions. The above analysis shows that the janitors are required to 
be tough both physically and mentally in the production process, as wel l as to be tough in the 
reproduction process. As a result, it reduces their subsistence demand. 
6.1.2 Different source of reproduction 
As stated in the previous chapter, many of the janitors are housewife and old people and 
they consider the cleaning jobs as an extension of their social identity. Moreover, people with 
these social roles tend to have different source to fu l f i l l their subsistence demand. 
For those janitors who are housewives, many of them consider themselves to be only a 
secondary income-earner of the family. When I asked Bobo how her income contributes to the 
family, she said that: 
(My income is important) because my husband has encountered a deduction in 
his wage. The family budget is very tight. M y children like to eat snacks, and I 
often have to buy snacks for them to eat. I f I do not buy them, it seems to be not 
so good. Hence the family budget is tight. 
Mr Lai also claimed that: 
M y children had to attend tutorial classes since they were primary three. They 
sometimes have to go out to play. You have to take the janitory job. 
Bobo reflected that she considered her income as a complementary for her husband 
income and both Bobo and Lai considered their wage aims at paying for the complementary 
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expenditures o f the family. As the janitors do not consider themselves as the major 
breadwinners o f the families, even i f they are paid in lower wages, they stil l consider the 
subsistence o f the family can be maintained. 
Another main social category o f the janitors is the elderly. As their children have already 
made a l iv ing for themselves, and their parents have already died, they have no dependent 
family members to support, except sometimes they have to support their spouses, so their 
burden o f family reproduction is much less. 
Furthermore, many o f them receive income from their children, pensions, savings and 
government allowance, so they only consider the wage o f their janitory job as one o f the 
components in their income. 
Granny had been retired from the janitory job. The supervisors asked her 
whether she l iked to be a part-time janitor for $40 per days. She agreed to take 
the job. When I asked her whether the income from her part-time job is her main 
income, she answered. " I t is a complementary income. How come I can live 
without the income from my children?" 
Furthermore many o f the janitors are new immigrants from mainland China. It is because 
supervisors tend to recruit people o f their home villages and meanwhile new immigrants have 
limited networks in finding other jobs (wi l l be discussed in the next section). For those 
immigrants who have their family members in their home villages, their l iving burden is 
much lower by shifting part o f their reproduction need o f their family to the home villages. 
M r Y in told me that: 
M y daughter is studying something like computer. She asks for the tuition and I 
gave her. Her school is in Tung Koon，very far away from her home. She lives in 
there from Monday to Friday and goes back home on Saturday and Sunday.... 
The mother of my wife is in the home village. ... She (My wife) sends $1000 
every month to hire a people to look after her mother. 
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Mr. Y in also told me that how he could go back to the home village when they face 
economics hardship: 
M y sons always tell me to back to the home village. I have a few sons there. The 
wife o f my son is a custom broker. She earns $4000 something a month. M y elder 
son is a driver and he earns $3000. M y younger son is a police officer. They always 
tell me to come back to home village. ... When I grow older and cannot work 
anymore, I w i l l come back. 
M r Y in finally concludes that: 
M y life is much better than those who are very poor. How come it can be so? I 
think it is mainly because I have no burden in my home village. It makes much 
difference. 
As many of the janitors are women, old people and new immigrants, people with these 
social characteristics often have different definitions of subsistence and live under other 
systems of reproduction. Under their lower subsistence demand or shifting the burden of their 
subsistence demand to their family members and to their home villages, they become more 
eager to supply their labor even in fewer wages. 
6.1.3 For those who do not have other source and other definition of subsistence demand 
Although some janitors have lower subsistence demand or do not play a major role in 
supporting their subsistence demand, there are some janitors who are the major supporters of 
their family. As they have dependent family members, their subsistence demand is not only 
defined by themselves but also by their family members. For the fact that they have to 
compete with those who have less subsistence demand, they can hardly demand for higher 
wages. As a result, the only way for them to sustain their subsistence demand is to work for 
longer hours. 
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During my visit to promote the trade union, I met Sister Wo. Although she complained 
the harshness o f her job, she appeared to stand on the side o f the company. 
Sister Wo is a widow about 40 years old. She has a son studying in Form 4 and 
has a daughter who is studying medicine abroad. It is fortunate that Sister Wo's 
brothers agree to pay the tuition for her daughter. However, Sister Wo stil l finds it 
hard to make a living. As a result, she has to double her work load to get higher 
wage. She talked to me, “ I am very grateful to the company for it gives me the 
chance to work for two buildings." Under this job arrangement, she earns about 
$7500 per month. She has to work for nearly 11 hours a day. As she lives in Tin 
Shui Wai, she has to leave at about 7:00 a.m. and return home after 11:00p.m. 
So the cleaning service companies can take advantages over these janitors. They 
combine the jobs and ask the janitors to work for longer hours with lower wage per hour. 
In our visit, one janitor told me that she had been a sweeper working for $3900 every 
month. The cleaning service company deduced the wage to $2500 and asked her to 
double her work load i f she wanted to keep her old wage with an extra bonus about 
$300. She told me that $2500 was not enough for her and she accepted the new job 
arrangement. 
As the janitors are working for longer hours wi th a lower payment per hour, these 
strategies of the companies mean that their labor supply schemes of these labors are even 
larger. 
6.1.4 Being janitors as an social role 
I have discussed how the social backgrounds of the janitors affect their subsistence 
demand, and hence their labor supply. We should not omit that no matter how various the 
social backgrounds are among the janitors, there is one common social characteristic the 
janitor must share, that is, the social characteristic of being a janitor. 
As shown in chapter 3, many janitors have very long working hours, so they have no 
time for recreational activities and their spending pattern becomes more regular. Mr. Yin said 
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that: 
Recreational activities? We do not have such kind of things. We do not have it, 
do we? A t most, after I finished the work, I go home to take a t in o f beer and 
watch T V for a while, and then I have to go to sleep. We have to work and how 
can we have recreational activities? 
As they have no holidays, they seldom have any recreational activities or meeting with 
friends. Even they have one or two holidays a month, they would rather stay at home for a rest. 
This further lowers their extra spending. While asked what she would do in her half day 
holiday per week, Ma answered: 
I wash the fan; wash the toilet; and clean other things. I have no time. It is only 
half day. When I finished all these things, it is already 12:00. After I take my 
lunch, it is almost 1:00. You do not have the time. I f I have time remain, I w i l l 
make some soup. It is not enough time and you cannot go to other places. 
As the janitors have limited social networks and information networks (this w i l l be 
discussed in the next section), many o f them are detached from the information of having 
extra recreational activities and consumptions. When I asked Granny what recreational 
activities she would usually do, she replied: 
I do not know how to gamble and play. M y whole family did not know it. How 
can I know? We live in the floor building (their old home); even my children 
do not go out to play. They felt embarrassed to do so. 
It means that being a janitor, one hardly has time or the networks or the information to 
have any recreational activities. It w i l l keep their spending pattern to be more regular and 
lower. 
In this section, I want to illustrate an alternative framework in explaining the high supply 
for the janitors. Both human capital theory and my explanation focus on the high supply of 
labor with the attributes of doing janitory jobs. However, human capital under-treats other 
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aspects o f the labor as irrelevant, and considers the high labor supply as a matter of high 
amount o f people processing certain kinds o f production attributes. I argue that the treating o f 
production attributes as something external to the labor makes human capital theory blind to 
an important issue, that is, who owns that certain kind o f attributes? Taking this question into 
consideration w i l l show that those people who are janitors are also the ones having lower 
subsistence demand or having other sources of income for their subsistence demand. Hence, a 
complementary explanation for the high supply o f janitors is that those who want to and are 
capable to become janitors tend to supply eagerly their labors even for a lower wage. 
However, this alternate explanation is valid only when the janitors cannot choose other 
higher wage jobs. Or in other words, subsistence demand becomes the minimum wage only i f 
the cleaning service companies need not compete wi th other industries for that labor. In the 
next section I w i l l talk about that the choice of jobs that the janitors have is also restricted by 
their social characteristics and the nature of the janitory job itself. 
6.2 The availability of other job choices 
6.2.1 Lacking of skill to obtain other jobs 
Neo classical economics claims that some people with lower human capital work in low 
skilled jobs because they do not have the ability to work in other jobs. In the case of janitors 
working in Public Housing Estates, we can also find that some janitors cannot take other jobs 
because they lack the skill. Lai told me: 
I have diabetes and my eyes cannot see clearly. I cannot be sewing workers 
anymore. I think janitory jobs are something I can manage. I am not blind to 
the level that I cannot see the garbage. 
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6.2.2 The availability of job finding networks 
However, economic sociologists f ind that such individualistic approach o f the 
economists is far from getting the whole picture o f the job matching process. Many people 
find jobs through their social networks. Just as the previous section illustrated that the social 
characteristics commonly shared by the janitors would affect their subsistence demand in 
reproduction, in this section I w i l l illustrate that these social characteristics also affect their 
job searching networks. 
As stated before, many of the janitors are housewives. They were usually workers in the 
manufacturing section before they got married. After that they would have a long period of 
time becoming ful l time housewives, as a result, they are detached from any networks in the 
mainstream jobs market. Bobo talked about her job history and how she found a job from her 
networks: 
I had worked as a clothing worker since the 70s until I was married, that was 
1984. After that, because I had a baby, I did not carry on the job. Later, I found 
that the tuition of my children was too expensive and I was still young, so I 
wanted to work again. . . . A t that time some friends of mine asked me whether 
I like to be a janitor. I know them because they are the mothers of my 
children's classmates. I seldom know other people. I got to know them when 
we took our children to school. We talked and I just casually asked them to 
find me i f there was a job. 
Ma also told me after she was semi laid-off from the iron wares industry; she found the 
janitory job through the job networks of her son. 
I asked the supervisor whether it was okay (for my son to work in there). The 
supervisors said okay. Later, I told the supervisor “ i f you have a vacancy, please 
employ me." I did not want to be an ironware worker anymore. I can only earn $20 a 
day that time. Later, the supervisor wanted to employ more people, and she told me to 
work here. Then I stayed in this job until now. 
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Many new immigrants f ind that it is not easy to find jobs as they do not have much job 
information. As a result, they usually find jobs from their kinship networks. Moreover, 
employers o f the janitory industry tend to employ people through the kinship networks of the 
existing workers. As a result, the janitory job becomes the only job that new immigrants can 
find. Mr. Y in told me how his wife became janitors after she arrived at Hong Kong. 
When my wife first arrived, I thought that she was not familiar to Hong Kong. 
What jobs she could do? So I asked her to work wi th me. She did many things 
that time. She worked in the building opposite to my building. 
Ying also told me that according to her experience, many new immigrants find it hard to 
get job information other than that of the janitory job. 
They (the new immigrants) think that they can hardly f ind any job other than 
the janitory job. It is because the janitory job is the one they can most easily 
find. They just read the employment notices stick in the Estates. The cleaning 
service companies seldom post the jobs in the Labor Department 
Lacking of the job searching networks, the job information provided by their relatives 
and neighbors become the only job information they can obtain. For those who even have not 
such networks, they can only obtain the job information from their local communities, and 
usually the only information they get is that of the janitory job. 
6.2.3 Subjective interpretations of jobs choices 
The study of job searching networks brings in the social aspect in the analysis of the job 
searching process and relates the concept of social exclusion to economic exclusion. However, 
studying the social networks of job information, similar to the human capital approach, only 
focuses on the objective constraints that people face in the job searching process. They do not 
consider the subjective aspect. People's subjective estimation of the human capital they own 
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and their subjective boundary in their job searching process also affect the availability o f job 
options one can have. I propose that the social characteristics that janitors commonly share 
also condition their subjective interpretations o f their job searching boundary. 
As stated before, many janitors who are housewives and the elderly have been excluded 
from the mainstream labor market for a long time, which makes them not confident enough to 
participate in the formal labor market. 
I have not ever done this (find a job through formal way). I am not brave 
enough to do so. M y younger sister has once accompanied me to an interview 
for a janitory job in a new hotel in Yau Ma Tei. I have not received any call 
from them finally. M y younger sister claimed that I was not brave enough (in 
the interview). ... I am not brave enough. I have to f ind people to accompany 
me even in an interview. I have to be accompanied by people in every thing. 
They especially find difficulties in participating in the service industry. Bobo further 
revealed that: 
I am very afraid of receiving money. I have worked in a vegetarian restaurant 
and once someone called me to receive money. I was extremely afraid. Do not 
ask me to receive money. It is the thing I fear most. 
Being detached from the formal labor market in Hong Kong, many of the janitors 
restricted their job searching boundary to the area that they are most familiar with. As a result, 
their job searching activities become restricted to their local communities. M r Yin told me 
how he got he job from the local community. 
While I was unemployed that time, I knew Mr. Chan. He was working as a 
supervisor here in the past. I asked him whether there was a vacancy. One 
day later, he called me that there were vacancies. . . . ] I have known Mr. Chan 
for many years. I have lived in here for a long time. I know every one living 
here. Even the children come across me wi l l greet me. ... I knew Mr. Chan 
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from the Jockey Club. We were both gamblers. Gamblers were very easy to 
be familiar wi th each other. 
Lai have a similar job searching history: 
I had not worked for a year and a half. Later, my children had grown up and I 
thought that I had to work again. I met my neighbor in the market one day. 
She asked me whether I wanted to be a janitor and asked me i f I was afraid 
o f dirt. I told her I wanted to do the job, but she did not have any fol low up 
that day. Next day, I met this neighbor in the market again. She asked me 
again and I told her I wanted to do it. Then she employed me. 
The above cases show that both Yin and Lai got job information from the people l iving 
in their communities and having similar social experiences wi th them. This restricts them in 
building up of an extensive job searching network. 
6.2.4 Being janitors as a social characteristic 
As stated in the previous section, taking the job as a janitor should not only be regarded 
as a market transaction, but also as taking certain social roles and social identities. I argue that 
such social roles and social identities w i l l further isolate the janitors from the job searching 
networks and the mainstream labor market. 
Most of the janitors have to work for very long hours and have no holidays, so they 
seldom develop any social networks beyond their close relatives. When I asked what people 
she would meet usually, Ma thought for a while and told me that she sometimes used her 
half-day holiday to see her nephew. 
Sometimes I talk to my nephew in the phone (on holidays). He calls me and 
tells me what has been shown on the television. I do not have time to watch it 
and he tells me (what has been shown). Sometimes they do not need to work 
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on Saturday. They bring their children here to have lunch together. I have only 
a half-day holiday. Where can I go? 
Furthermore, the social status o f the janitors is regarded to be low by some people, it 
restricts them from building up relationships with other people and hence the building up o f 
job searching networks. When I asked Granny what friends and relatives she meets usually, 
she said: 
I have no relatives and friends. Other people are rich. When they got past me, 
they just cover their nose. It is meaningless to greet them. ... I have no friends 
and have nothing. I f you have no money, you have no relatives. 
Besides their close relatives and other local residents, in most cases, the only other 
network they can build up is through their colleagues. However, their colleagues themselves 
who share similar social backgrounds with them also have restricted job searching networks. 
As a result, the job information that the janitors can get is restricted to the janitory labor 
market. We can find how the janitors being trapped into this industry from the stories of Lai 
and Granny. 
Lai told me: 
I first worked in the T Estates. Later my husband was sick and I had to look 
after him. I quitted the job for a year. Then I met the supervisor in Hong Wa 
Yuen and I worked there. ... I found that the personal relation is very 
complicated and I quitted the job. I went to Lai Kong Sing myself to seek for 
another janitory job. I worked there fro some time but I found that it was so 
troublesome to travel such a long way every day. I met the janitors I knew in T 
Estates. They told me that there was a vacancy, so I worked here until now. 
Granny told me: 
I first became janitor in the airport. Later the Sunflower Hotel was built and 
some of my colleagues asked me to work as a janitor there. I worked there 
until I retired. When I retried, many buildings in W Estates have just been 
built. (Granny was l iving in W Estates at that time). I went downstairs to ask 
the cleaning service company whether there was a vacancy. ... I worked for a 
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few years and quitted the job because the extra work was too harsh. After one 
year, the supervisor found me wandering and asked me to become a part time 
sweeper for $40 a day. Then I took the job now I am working. 
6.2.5. The active role of job seeking activities in the life history 
Similar to the discussion o f the structural constrain under the production politics, we 
should not consider the janitors to be very passive and helpless in struggling for their living. 
Many o f them have experience of actively searching for a better job in their working history. 
Ma told me her working history before being a janitor. 
A t first, I found a job o f sewing plastic plate. I found that there are plastic plates 
in the 13th floor. I saw a woman sewing the plastic plate. However she was very 
proud and did not respond to me, so I go upstairs myself and see one people 
toweling something. I saw him towel to the 13th floor. I knocked the door and 
asked whether there were plastic plates need sewing. He said yes and I sew 
plastic plates for h im for a few years. Later, I went to the opposite building to 
make plastic flowers until they moved to China. After that, I was unemployed, 
and I went to Fo Tan to make iron wares. . . . I t was very hard to find a job in Fo 
Tan. I asked many people. I f they did not need extra workers, they would scold 
you. I went in the building and saw a gate. I did not know whether there were 
vacancies. I knocked the gate and thought that they would scold me. A man 
answered the door and told me he needed people. He asked me i f I had made 
iron ware before. I told him: “ I having nothing but my bare hands." The man 
finally employed me. 
The working experience of Ma illustrates that she actively looked for jobs in the past and 
successfully improved her working conditions through her job seeking activities. However, 
after the economic restructuring, previous job searching tactic are no longer useful. After 
being excluded from the mainstream labor market for a long period of time, Ma's job 
searching strategy and her boundary of job searching activities become very limited. Although 
I have shown how their job searching ability is subjectively constrained, their construction of 
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their subjectivities should be posited back to the structural situation they are facing. 
Human capital theory claims that janitors cannot change to other jobs because they are 
lacking o f the skills to do so. In my study of janitors, it shows that it is too simple an analysis. 
One's job options are not only determined by one's ability, but also conditioned by the job 
information obtained from his social networks and his boundary o f job searching activities. 
The job searching networks and job searching boundary are both constructed by the 
objectively structural constraints the janitors face and the janitors' subjective interpretations o f 
life chances. M y study illustrates that the social characteristics commonly shared by janitors 
often restrict them from extending their job searching networks and job search boundary. 
6.3 Conclusion 
Neo classical economics explains why janitors have low wage by stating that their wage 
are low because the skil l requirement for janitory job is low, so anyone can be janitors and the 
labor supply is high. In this study, I provide with an alternate explanation. It is not necessarily 
that many people have the attribute of becoming janitors. While those become janitors tend to 
have less subsistence demand because of their social characteristics, they are wi l l ing to supply 
more of their labor for lower wages. However this alternative explanation is only valid when 
the cleaning service company is a monopsony employer, who does not bid up the wage to 
compete the labor with other employers. In this study, I find that the janitors have restricted 
the job searching networks and have a restricted boundary for their potential job options. As a 
result, their job shifting ability is very low. 
This study however, is not aiming at proving my alternative explanation against the 
conventional explanation from the neo classical economics. M y framework for an alternative 
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explanation is only based on my fieldwork experience and interviews. It cannot conclude how 
far my analysis can be extended to other janitors working in Public Housing Estates. Actually 
the conventional neo-classical economic explanation and my alternative explanation are not 
mutually exclusive and I agree that the neo-classical explanation is a very strong and 
significant explanation in analyzing the situation in the janitory labor market. What my study 
finds out is that, the information that has been treated as irrelevant in the neo-classical 
economic model (for example, who provides the labor service) is indeed relevant. People 
involved in the production process are also the people involved in the reproduction process. 
Transaction in the labor market is not only certain production attributes automatically being 
sold to the most suitable employers. It is a process of preparing, searching, and adapting. 




7.1 Overview of this research 
In this research, I have studied the trend o f the deteriorating working conditions o f the 
janitors working in Public Housing Estates. M y analysis can be divided into three parts: the 
macro labor market situation, the production politics in the workplace and the micro relation 
between the social characteristics of the janitors and their market positions. 
7.1.1 Macro Labor Market Situation 
M y study finds that although the wage of the janitors is very low, it grows faster than the 
general market situation throughout these ten years. Furthermore, the number of employment 
engaged in this industry increases rapidly during these twenty years, so I argue that the 
demand of the janitory service is increasing. There is also a trend that there are more 
large-size companies in the industry who exercise high dominative power in the janitory labor 
market. As a result, I propose that the company is a monopsony employer and is capable o f 
practicing wage discrimination according to the bargaining power of the janitors. It is 
reflected by the fact that people working on the same post have very different wages and 
people working for long hours sometimes earn extremely low wages. 
Cleaning service is a necessity for the consumers and it is hard to find other production 
factors to substitute janitors, so we realize that the demand of janitors is highly inelastic. At 
the same time, the cleaning service payment per unit of the Public Housing Estates is 
increasing more rapidly than the increase in janitory wage. I suggest that most of these 
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increased revenues become the extra profit o f the company. In other words, there is much 
room for wage increase for the janitors. 
Under such labor demand situation, the labor supply becomes influential in deciding the 
distribution o f the production surplus among the janitors and the employers. 
7.1.2 Production politics in the workplace 
Analyzing macro demand and supply situation o f the janitory labor market is far from 
getting the whole picture of the working conditions of the janitors. We should also study how 
janitors are kept in control in the workplace under such market situations. Resistance is kept 
under control in two senses. First it means the janitors are kept to work hard and not to make 
any trouble in interrupting the production process, so their productivity can be more fully 
utilized. Second, it means that the janitors are kept out of any attempt of bargaining for higher 
wages. In my study, I f ind that resistance of the janitors is kept under control in the hegemonic 
factory regime and despotic factory regime. As many of the janitors are housewives, local 
residents, old people, or have kinship or friendship ties with the supervisors; the social 
relations and social roles w i l l extend to their production relations and hence undermine the 
antagonisms between employees and employers. The janitors then have less power o f 
resistance. 
Even though the antagonism between employers and employees is uncovered, actions of 
confrontation are still structurally constrained under the despotic regime. The janitors are 
isolated from each other and watched by the supervisors, they do not have enough 
information and are hindered by the social pressure from their social roles. This makes it hard 
for them to turn their consciousness of resistance into actual action. Furthermore, under the 
unbalance of power between the employees and the companies, the companies have much 
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more pawns to clash the resistance of the janitors i f there are confrontations. 
7.1.3 The relation between the social characteristics of the janitors and their labor 
market positions 
The essence of production politics is to secure and obscure the creation o f surplus value, 
but the exchange value o f the workers is largely determined by their market positions. The 
analysis in the macro market situation illustrates that labor supply is deterministic for the 
market position o f the janitors. However, market supply is still something needed to be 
explained. 
When collective bargaining is absent, the level of subsistence demand defines the lowest 
l imit o f wage under which the janitors w i l l supply their labor. This study finds that janitory 
job requires workers to have endurable attributes and people with such attributes usually are 
more able to adapt to harsher subsistence standard. This study also finds that the social 
characteristics of the janitors often correspond to other sources of income that can sustain 
them and their family, so their wage requirement is lower. Moreover, being janitors also 
means having less consumption on recreational and social activities, because they have to 
work for long hours wi th almost no holidays. As a result, they have lower and more regular 
consumption. 
However, although the subsistence demand becomes the lower l imit o f wage that the 
workers w i l l supply their labor, it becomes their wage only i f they cannot shift to other jobs. 
Or in other words, it becomes their wage only when the cleaning service company is the only 
employer and need not to bid the wage with other potential employers. 
This study finds that the social characteristics that the janitors commonly share restrict 
the job searching networks of the janitors and their boundary of job searching activities, both 
in term of the actual structural constraints and in term of their subjective interpretations. 
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Many of the janitors have been ful l time housewives and detached from the mainstream 
labor market for a long time. Also many new immigrants from mainland China get little social 
networks in Hong Kong. As a result they lack the job searching networks in the mainstream 
labor market and they can only get job information from their relatives or neighbors in the 
local community. The only job they can get from such networks is often the janitory job. 
Furthermore, the janitors often subjectively confined their job searching activities to those 
jobs they are familiar wi th and restricted their building up o f job searching networks to those 
who live in their local community and who share the social experience with them. As the 
analysis in subsistence demand shows, being janitors means having no time to participate in 
social activities. The low social status of the janitors also restricts them from building 
relationships wi th other people. As a result, besides their relatives and local residents, their 
colleagues are the only people that can give them job information. However, their colleagues 
are also in similar isolated situation, the job information that they can provide is thejanitory 
job. It further traps the janitors into thejanitory industry. 
M y study gives an alternative explanation of the janitory labor market other than the one 
found in the conventional economics. Both my findings and conventional economics suggest 
that janitors get low wage because their labor supply is high. However, conventional 
economics interprets the high labor supply as large number of people possessing the attributes 
of doing the janitory job. I suggest that i f there is no collective action, i f workers have low 
subsistence demand and they cannot shift to other jobs, the labor supply w i l l also be high, 
even i f there are not many people wil l ing to or be able to become janitors. M y results show 
that those who tend to be janitors, are often those who fall into the above three conditions 
because of their social characteristics. Conventional economics misses these points because 
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they regard people selling their labor service and skil l just like selling any other goods. It does 
not see that the people possessed certain kinds o f production skil l is also the people who 
struggle in the workplace, l iv ing under a certain system of reproduction and searching jobs 
through their social networks. 
In this study, as the relation between micro social characteristics and the macro labor 
market situations is obtained from qualitative data, it does not show to what extent the labor 
supply of the janitors is determined by the mechanism suggested in this framework. It needs 
further quantitative research to estimate the effect o f different variables in this alternative 
mechanism and the relative explanatory power between this alternative mechanism and the 
one provided by conventional economics. 
7.2 The implication of this study as a study of marginal workers in Hong Kong 
Although the present study of the janitors working in Public Housing Estates in Hong 
Kong is descriptive in nature and has it specific social context, further implications can be 
drawn from it. In order to describe the situation of janitors, concepts are chosen from different 
sociological and economics theories and are integrated into a new framework. The concepts 
such as labor demand and labor supply, subsistence demand or production politics are 
logically tied to each other in this study of janitors. This framework may serve as a theoretical 
reference for analyzing other from of marginal labor. 
Furthermore I think this study can help us to draw some reflections about the situation of 
marginal labor in Hong Kong. 
Recently, whether it is suitable to impose the minimum wage law in Hong Kong 
becomes a hot topic. One major argument that many economists use to oppose the minimum 
wage law is that, according to economics theory, the imposition of minimum wage wi l l result 
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in more unemployment and in the end workers suffer more. However, most o f these 
economists make their argument only according to abstract textbook economics but without 
putting the issue into substantial socio-economic contexts (Choi, 2004). Findings of this study 
o f janitors suggest that the labor demand for them is monopsony and inelastic. It means that 
the cleaning service companies are just paying the lower l imit o f wages that w i l l keep the 
janitors stay on the job. The cleaning service companies are not l ikely to cut employment 
even i f they are forced to pay higher wages because they can hardly find other production 
factors to substitute labors and the consumers (the residents) are not l ikely to accept the 
declining quality o f cleaning service for the sake of paying less cleaning service payment. 
Certainly, the situation of the labor market of the janitory industry cannot represent the 
situation of other low wage jobs. Different jobs have their specific socio-economic contexts. 
However, any statements about the effect of minimum wage law of different labor markets 
should be based on substantial studies rather than un-contextualized economic theories. 
M y study of janitors also shows that the janitors find it hard to have a collective action in 
bargaining wi th the companies. Their social characteristics also make them isolated from any 
social networks that facilitate them for job mobility. I think that it is the situation shared by 
many marginal labors in Hong Kong. As a result, i f there are not any external forces, such as 
the trade union or the government legislation to help them to bargain with the employers, they 
w i l l be very vulnerable to the exploitation of the companies, and their poor working 
conditions and their isolated situations w i l l be further mutually reinforced. 
7.3 Theoretical implication of this study 
Besides the practical implication stated above, I still think this study has its larger 
theoretical implication in at least two senses. 
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First, this study is an attempt to combine the discipline of economics and sociology. 
When analyzing the macro situation of the labor market, it finds that the economics provides a 
powerful framework to analyze the situation. However, the fact that economics treats the 
micro mechanism between the agent and the market by assuming that every economic man is 
an atomic uti l i ty maximizing machine is far from the reality. This study shows that behind 
transaction in the labor market, there are people's actions of searching, working and 
bargaining, which are constrained by the social structure and are determined by their 
economic rationality as wel l as their social rationality, and these actions w i l l affect the macro 
market situation in return. As a result, economic sociology should not only be built by 
embedding the economic rationality to certain social networks. It should involve all aspects of 
social rationality and find out the consequences and interrelations between economic and 
social actions. Without the sociological analysis, we cannot know what is actually happening 
behind the market transaction point. Without the economic analysis, we cannot know about 
the market transaction situation. As a result, a truly integration of these two disciplines are 
needed to get the complete socio-economic picture of a phenomenon that is traditionally 
defined as the subject area of economics. 
Second, I think the findings of this study help us reflect on the relation between the 
production system and the social formation of a society. 
Marx claims that production relation determines social relation. However, he only treats 
this as the general law of historical development without further illustrating what is the 
relation between the two under substantial contexts. This study illustrates that the labor 
market situation of the janitors is determined by their system of reproduction, their social 
networks and their power obtained from their social characteristics. Moreover, the market 
position of the janitors constrains their social status, their social experience, and their social 
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networks. I think it is meaningless to discuss whether the social dynamics or the economic 
dynamics is the ultimate underlying force in history. However, the finding o f this study raises 
a question: under the trend o f increasing polarization under economic restructuring, w i l l 
economic segregation lead to social segregation? Social segregation here not only means poor 
people being isolated from the mainstream society, it also means the formation o f different 
systems of social relations for the people engaging in different economic sectors. People 
under different social formations share similar social experiences and have different 
definitions o f legitimate subsistence standard and legitimate production relation. Just like the 
janitors shown in this study, they tend to be adaptable to the lower l iving standard and tolerant 
to the unfair production arrangement. 
We can further extend our scope of study to the process of globalization. Wallerstein and 
Smith (1992) suggest that the global shifting of industries is influenced by the household 
reproduction systems of different zones. Assuming that the subsistence demand cannot be 
changed, they suggest that households wi th subsistence income other than their wage income 
are more able to adapt to decrease in wage. They conclude that "They (industries) are moving 
primarily to reduce wage costs, and they can do this because of the household structure 
prevalent in the zone into which they are relocating" (p. 16) Although this study do not 
emphasize on household as the unit o f my analysis, I find that there is a relation between the 
system of reproduction and the wage level. As the social formation of people is also 
conditioned by their position in the economic world, this system of interrelation between the 
production and reproduction reproduces itself. Under globalization, core countries face 
intensive pressure of cutting production cut in order to complete with other countries with 
lower production cost. As a result, I wonder whether the force of international division of 
labor w i l l bring the social formation in the periphery countries to the marginal group in the 
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core country and facilitates intra nation exploitation. 
Studying economic inequality in one o f the most pure capitalist cities in the world, Hong 
Kong, is always a frustrating experience. The more structural and more macro aspects you 
consider, the more powerlessness you feel. It leads us to ask: "what is the meaning of having 
such a socio-economic study that only finds the situation to be beyond the control o f any 
agents?" I think Wallerstein (1974) has given a brilliant answer: 
“For that we need glasses to discern the dimensions of difference, we need summarizing 
concepts wi th which to create the knowledge which we then seek to communicate to each 
other. And all this because we are men with hubris and original sin and therefore seek the 
good, the true and the beautiful.’’(415) 
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Appendix I 
General Information of the Informants 
Name Sex Post General description 
Gigi Female Sweeper Gigi lives wi th two daughters who have been 
working. She is going to be the committee member 
o f the trade union. 
Bobo Female Miscellaneous Bobo lives wi th her husband and daughter. Her 
Worker husband is a security guard and her daughter is a 
secondary student. She is also a committee member 
of the janitory trade union. 
Ma Female Sweeper Ma lives wi th her husband and son. Her husband is 
a security guard and her son is and imbecile is a 
janitor working wi th her. 
Lan Female Supervisor Lan is the supervisor of Ma. Her father is also a 
garbage deposal working in another estate 
Yau Male Garbage Yau lives with his wife and his wife is also a janitor 
Deposal Worker working with him. Their sons and daughter are in 
their home villages 
Lai Female Sweeper Lai lives with her husband and children. Her 
husband has already been retired and their children 
have already been working. 
Granny Female Sweeper Granny lives with her children and husband. Her 
husband has already been retired and her children 
are working. 
Fong Female Garbage Fong lives with her husband who has been retired. 
Deposal Worker 
Ying Female Staff of the Ying is a staff of the H K W W A and her job mainly 




The fol lowing is adopted as guideline in my in-depth interview wi th the janitors 
Information o f the job 
• Could you tell me what tasks your job requires you to do everyday? 
• What are the working hours, working days per week and the wage o f your job? 
Production relation 
• What is your relation wi th your supervisors and colleagues? 
• What is the reason of you to stand for (or stand against) the cleaning service companies? 
Work history 
• Would you mind telling me what jobs have you done before being janitors? 
• What was the reason of you to change your jobs? 
• How do you find the janitory job you are doing? 
Responsibility in domestic work 
• Do you have less time in doing the domestic work after you take the janitory job? 
• Do your family members help you to do the domestic work? 
Reason of taking the job 
• What is the reason of you to choose janitor as your occupation? 
• Have you ever think of changing to other jobs? 
Wage and Consumption 
• Is the wage of the j anitory j ob enough for you to sustain your daily consumption? 
• I f not, how do you make a l iving with your wage? 
• How is the wage of your j anitory j ob use in your family? 
Social networks and job 
• What friends and relatives w i l l you communicate with in your pass time? 
• What is your relation with the residents of your workplace? 
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Relation wi th the trade union 
• How do you know about the existence of the trade union? 
• Do you think the trade union can help you to fight for your right? 
The fol lowing questions are adopted as guide line in my interview wi th Ying (staff o f the 
H K W W A ) 
Relation between the workers and the trade union 
• How do the trade union promote itself towards the janitors? 
• What is the relation between the janitors and the trade union? 
The role o f the trade union 
• What is the role of the trade union in the janitory labor movement? 
• How do the trade union arouse the consciousness of the janitors to fight for their right? 
• What strategy w i l l the trade union use in organizing the relatively desperate janitors? 
Constraints faced by the trade union 
• Are there any social characteristics that the janitors commonly share that hinder the 
janitors from doing collective action? 
• What is the balance of power between the trade union and the cleaning service 
companies? 
• I f the j anitors actually want to struggle with the cleaning service companies, what help 
w i l l the trade union offer? 
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